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Abstract

Extremely red halos have been detected around high surface brightness (HSB)
disk galaxies and blue compact galaxies.We analyse the halo emission of a sam-
ple of 970 stacked edge-on low surface brightness (LSB) galaxies from the fourth
data release (DR4) of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). This total sample
is divided by g− r colour limits into a blue Sample A (336 galaxies), a yellowish
Sample B (318 galaxies) and a red Sample C(316 galaxies). Surface photometry
is conducted on stacked images in the g−, r− and i−bands after masking out all
unwanted sources, shifting to make the images superposible and homogeneously
rescaling them to the same metric size. We are able to measure surface bright-
nesses as deep as µg ∼ 30 mag arcsec−2. Our results point to the existence of
spheroidal envelopes (c/a ∼ 0.5) around LSB galaxies. The colour g−r and r−i
plots indicates a prominent red colour excess in keeping with previous findings.
Our data are in reasonable agreement with the explanation of this Red Halo
Phenomenon as being due to low mass stars with solar or higher metallicities.
We also discuss other possible explanations for these results and how they have
implications for galaxy evolution.
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1 Introduction

The currently popular cold dark matter (CDM) model for the formation of
structure in the universe postulates a hierarchical clustering of dark matter
halos building up from galaxies to clusters to superclusters. The CDM paradigm
predicts that the properties of the large amount of stars in the disk and halo
that form through tidal stripping of smaller galaxies reflect the details of galactic
assembly. The observed baryon density of the universe from the WMAP results
is Ωb ≈ 0.044. However the estimated known mass of galaxies is only ≈ 20 − 30
percent of this value. Searching for this mass deficit and its evolution still needs
much work.

This missing baryonic mass could be in the (possibly ionized) cosmological
background, in hot intergalactic gas and in difficult to detect faint galaxies.
At high redshifts most of the baryons seem to be contained in damped Lyman
α systems and the Lyman α forest. How this gas evolved into today’s low
redshift galaxy population is still unknown (O’Neil & Bothun 2000). It seems
that low surface brightness (LSB) galaxies evolved differently than their high
surface brightness (HSB) counterparts (Impey & Bothun 1996). LSB galaxies
are to be found at all varieties of scalelength, they seem to have formed only
recently relatively speaking but their space density, from the flat line fit to
data (McGaugh 1996) is 106 times greater than the Freeman Law predicted
(Freeman 1970). More specifically LSB galaxies are just as massive as late type
HSB galaxies, have similar rotational velocities and match numerically HSB
galaxies in all magnitudes down to at least µ0(B) ≈ 25 mag arcsec−2.

LSB galaxies are thought to make up a major fraction of the realm of disk
galaxies (Boissier et al. 2003). They are usually defined as having a surface
brightness close to that of the night sky or a central surface brightness in the blue
band well below the Freeman value of µ0(B) = 21.65 mag arcsec−2. The liter-
ature generally places a threshold value for LSB galaxies as µ0(B) ≥ 23.0 mag
arcsec−2 (Impey & Bothum 1996; Kniazev et al. 2004).

Knowledge of the properties of LSB galaxies are crucial for the understanding
of the faint end of the galaxy luminosity function (Dalcanton 1998) together with
the fluctuations in the density of the primordial power spectrum (Ostriker 1993);
the large scale distribution of low mass galaxies, as a check on CDM predictions
of the formation of large scale structure (Peebles 2001); how star formation
proceeds at low gas surface densities (Ferguson et al 1998); galaxy evolution
and the role interactions play (O’Neill & Bothum 2000); damped Lyman α
systems and high redshift quasar absorbers (Bossier, Peroux & Pettini 2003) as
well as many others.

Edge-on disc galaxies are particularly suited to the study of stellar halos as
regards galaxy evolution. These systems aid the study of stellar halos as there
is much less contamination from projected disc stars. Edge-on LSB galaxies are
even more favoured in that the later Sc and Sd types have less obscuring dust
and often lack a bulge, both of which can obscure the stellar halo observations
of their HSB counterparts. These stellar halos could have formed in the earlier
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stages of gravitational collapse as the protogalaxy fell in towards the center of
its dark matter halo. Likewise another scenario is that the stellar halo formed
later on from the stripped stars of captured satellite galaxies. Evidence of
how common these stellar halos are around disk galaxies and the determination
of their properties can give a substantial contribution to the field of galaxy
evolution.

The stellar halos of disk galaxies have been searched for near the Milky Way,
in the local universe and at high redshifts (particularly with the Hubble Space
Telescope). Though nearby M31 has a prominent bulge which makes it hard to
study the density distribution of the halo stars (Pritchet & van den Bergh 1994).
Closeby M33 is nearly face on so it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from
the lack of a halo indicated by the red giant stars studied there (Ferguson et al.
2002). Further afield the huge edge-on NGC5907 is infamous for its detection
versus non-detection of a very red stellar halo (Sackett et al. 1994; Zeph et al.
2000). An edge-on disk galaxy in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field at z ∼ 0.32 has
recently detected a red excess emission above the disc supporting the idea of a
stellar halo in this system (Zibetti & Ferguson 2004b).

The very challenging nature of these observations of stellar halos down to
a surface brightness (SB) of 29-30 mag arcsec−2 makes a statistical sample
necessary. Imaging to this SB requires long exposures times to increase the
signal to noise ratio which in turn can lead to instrumental problems such as
flat fielding inhomogenieties and scattered light within the camera. More general
questions as to the nature of these stellar halos also needs a statistical galaxy
sample. Recently the first such study stacking images of edge-on spiral galaxies
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has been attempted (Zibetti et al.
2004a). The results indicated ubiquitous stellar halos with extremely red stellar
populations supporting the assembly by the early merging of satellite galaxies.

This red halo phenomenon has not only been detected in disk galaxies. Bergvall
et al. (2003) have concluded that their sample of blue compact galaxies (BCGs)
have faint halos which exhibit very red spectral energy distribution. The present
report seeks to extend the detection of stellar halos to another morphological
type: LSB galaxies. The challenging nature of detecting LSB galaxies as well
as their possible halos in itself requires a statistical approach drawing images
from large modern sensitive galaxy surveys. The SDSS is currently the most
advanced survey being fully 4 times the size of the next largest, the 2dF survey.

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is an imaging and spectroscopic survey
that covers about one quarter of the sky or ∼ 10,000 square degrees. It uses a
dedicated 2.5 meter telescope at Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico with
a 3 degree field of view imaging ∼ 20 degrees2 per hour. First light occured in
May 1998, survey operations began in April 2000 and completion of the intial
five year goals occured in July 2006. The survey has now received extended
funding to July 2008 to fill in the last parts of the North Galactic Cap, to study
the structure of the MW and also supernovae in the range 0.1 < z < 0.3. The
Survey is centered on a contiguous area of the North Galactic Cap as well as
three stripes in the South Galactic Cap. The final data release (DR5) of the
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original survey was released in July 2006 with data obtained up to completion
of the project in July 2005.

The fourth data release (DR4) contains all imaging and spectra obtained up
to July 2004. DR4 includes imaging data and spectra of about half a million
galaxies collected in 54 second drift scans in the five broadband passes u, g,
r, i and z (Strauss et al. 2002) from 3000Å to 11000Å. The u-band peaks at
3500Å, the g-band is a blue-green band centered on 4800Å, the r-band is the red
passband centered on 6250Å, the i-band is positioned in the far red centered on
7700Å and the z-band is in the near infrared on 9200Å. The SDSS photometric
system uses very wide passbands which ensure high efficiency covering the whole
optical wavelength, which is especially advantagous for faint object detection
such as LSB galaxies (see Table 1).

Table 1: SDSS and Johnson filter comparison

SDSS λeff FWHM Johnson λeff FWHM
band Å Å band Å Å
u 3551 581 U 3650 680
g 4686 1262 B 4400 980
r 6166 1149 V 5500 890
i 7480 1237 R 7000 2200
z 8932 994 I 9000 2400

The SDSS drift-scan mode has advantages over the ’staring’ mode, where the
intensity of each pixel in the image is measured by its corresponding image in the
CCD array. In the drift-scan mode the signal is integrated over an entire column
of the CCD while the object drifts across the field of view. Hence the sensitivity
variations occur only in one dimension or perpendicular to the direction of the
drift instead of two dimensions. So the drift-scan mode strongly reduces the flat
field inhomogenieties in the image frames. Once again the use of the SDSS with
its drift-scan mode has positive implications in the search for faint image details
such as stellar halos in stacked images of edge-on LSB galaxies. However the
lower luminosity limits of the SDSS restrict the number of LSB galaxies available
for stackinging purposes. This initial shortage is overcome by the sheer weight
of galaxy numbers available in the later data releases.

This report is organised as follows. The current known properties and the-
ory of LSB galaxies are described in Section 2, and in Section 3 we describe
the sample, image processing and stacking proceedure. The results are anal-
ysed in Section 4. In Section 5 we give a discussion, including a comparison
with results in the litterature with a view towards the possible implications for
galaxy evolution. Finally the conclusions of this work are reported in Section 6.
An extensive Appendix contains assistance for future students persuing similar
research using the stacking method.
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2 LSB galaxy observations and theory

Observational studies of LSB galaxies have shown a large variety of properties
which suggest that they form a heterogeneous family (Bell et al. 2000). They
range from dwarfs to massive systems and from the “blue” to the “red” edge
of galactic colours. LSB galaxies have potentially interesting implications for
galactic astrophysics which has motivated various theoretical studies aimed at
understanding their nature. Below I present a summary of the presently known
observational properties of LSB galaxies and the current state of the theory that
seeks to explain them.

2.1 Space density

LSB galaxies are poor tracers of mass on small scales as they avoid high density
environments. However on scales> 5 h−1 Mpc LSB galaxies seem to be excellent
tracers of large scale sructure (Bothum et al. 1986). Subsequent studies had
shown no indication of LSB galaxies filling the voids (Schombert et al. 1992).
However a recent study of SDSS data has compared the density of LSB galaxies
to HSB galaxies (Rosenbaum and Bomans 2004). This study found that on
scales of 2-5 Mpc there are significantly lower galaxy densities in the vicinity
of LSB galaxies. LSB galaxies favour the outer rims of the filaments of the
large scale structure in the local universe and some LSB galaxies were even
found in the voids. This evidence supports the formation and evolution scenario
that LSB galaxies originated in low density environments and migrated towards
larger structures such as the superclusters. Hence lack of interactions have led
to the absence of starburst triggers for these galaxies.

2.2 Number, baryonic and luminosity density

It had been suggested that LSB galaxies could contribute up to 50% of all
galaxies (Bothun et al. 1997). O’Niel and Bothun (2000) supported this large
percentage noting the flat slope of data points spanning six surveys for the space
density of galaxies as a function of the central surface brightness µ0,B . Recently
Minchin et al. (2004) confirm that LSB galaxies contribute to over half the
number density of galaxies.

However how much LSB galaxies contribute to the overall baryon density of
the universe is still debated. O’Neil and Bothun (2000) claim a “significant
percentage” is contained in LSB galaxies whereas Minchin et al. (2004) find a
contribution of 9± 4% and Hayward et al. (2005) support this figure in placing
an upper limit of 9%. How much these baryons in LSB galaxies contribute to
the optical luminosity density of the universe is more consistent: Driver (1998)
found 7 ± 4%, Zwann et al. (2001) find 5 ± 2% and Minchin et al. (2004) find
7 ± 3%.

2.3 Morphology

Galaxies of low surface brightness span a wide range of morphologies. Previously
studied LSB galaxies include dim dwarf speroidal companions of the Milky way,
gas rich irregulars, dwarf spirals and giant diffuse spiral disks (Impey et al.
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1996). The largest LSB galaxies are called Malin-like spirals after the huge LSB
disk Malin 1 discovered in 1986 with a scalelength of about 75kpc (Bothun et
al. 1986). The majority of LSB galaxies seem to be late type spirals with the
Hubble designations Sc, Sd and Sm.

2.4 Gas content

LSB galaxies rank among the most gas rich of disk galaxies. This is despite
their low luminosities caused by a low star formation rate (SFR) of ∼ 0.1M�

yr−1 (van den Hoek et al. 2000). This low SFR occurs because their HI disks
are generally extended leading to a very low surface density. LSB gas fractions
are in the range ∼ 0.5 − 1.0 (Schombert et al. 1992)

2.5 Metallicity

Generally LSB galaxies are found to be metal poor. The oxygen abundances
have been studied and found to indicate that the metallicities [O/H] of these
objects are Z < 1

3 Z�, even though they are comparable in size and mass to
HSB galaxies (McGaugh 1994). This makes LSB galaxies some of the most metal
deficient extragalactic objects known. The lowest metallicity LSB galaxies seem
to avoid clusters of galaxies and those with metal enhancement are on average
found in clusters. This low chemical enrichment infers that LSB galaxies are
slowly evolving systems that can remain quiescent for a Hubble time. Hence
metallicity studies point to isolation being a factor in the nature of LSB galaxies.

2.6 Colours

The first LSB surveys in the 1980s proposed predominantly blue populations.
However it seems that this was due to the colour bias introduced by photographic
selection from blue plates. More recent digital surveys show a significant pop-
ulation of of LSB galaxies with red colours. These digital galaxy surveys (e.g.
O’Neil et al. 1997) show that LSB galaxies display a range in colour from the
very blue to very red or B - V values of 0.12 6 B − V 6 1.8. This large spread
indicates that LSB galaxies in the present epoch exhibit a wide range of evolu-
tionary states. The blue LSB galaxies may be newly forming galaxies wheresas
the redder colours could indicate gas depletion or earlier gas stripping by cluster
galaxies.

2.7 IMF

The initial mass function (IMF) for a galaxy gives the proportion of massive
stars born to less massive stars. The range of stellar masses is ususally assumed
to be 0.1M� < M < 120M�. LSB galaxy HII region data indicate massive
stars of M > 60M�. Hence it is thought that LSB galaxies have a similar IMF
to that of HSB galaxies, though the exact shape is not constrained (McGaugh
1994).

2.8 Angular momentum

The current theory of LSBGs was first postulated in Dalcanton et al. (1998)
who suggested that these galaxies were the equaivalents of HSB spirals but with
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larger angular momentum. Jimenez et al. (1998) followed up these ideas with
models which showed that the high angular momentum assumption could lead to
reasonably good results for their small sample. Continuing on this pioneering
effort a series of papers by Bossier and Prantoz (Boissier and Prantoz 2000,
Prantoz and Boissier 2000, Boissier and Prantoz 2001, Boissier et al. 2001)
showed that the chemical and spectralphotometric evolution of spiral galaxies
of various masses and with relativively large values of their spin parameter λ
resembled LSBGs particularly in their central surface brightness.

Extending their earlier studies Boissier et al. (2003) moved on to even larger
spin parameters looking to compare their model results with observed properties
of the LSBG realm. This work was based on their earlier detailed chemical and
spectrophotometric evolutionary models that had already shown close agree-
ment with observed features of the Milky Way and other nearby spirals in their
ages, star formation and gas fractions. They included in their observational com-
parison samples only gas-rich LSBG disks of rotational velocities larger than 40
km/s, but excluded very faint dwarfs.

The modelling starts with assuming our Galaxy is made up of a number of
concentric rings being gradually built up from infalling primordial gas. The
density wave theory derived Star Formation Rate (SFR) is

ψ = αΣ1.5
gas

V (R)

R
(1)

where V (R) is the rotational velocity of the disc as a function of the radius,
Σgas is the gas density (M� pc

−2), ψ is the star formation rate (M� pc
−2 Gyr−1),

and α is an efficiency parameter that is adjusted so the solar neighbourhood
properties are reproduced. A Kroupa et al. (1993) initial mass function (IMF),
which has a flattening at low masses, is adopted and considered as not evolving
in time or space. The infall rate is a declining exponentially with a timescale τ
= 7 Gyr (Bossier and Prantoz 1999).

From this simple Milky Way based model other HSB galaxies are accommo-
dated by the use of cold dark matter scenario scaling laws (Mo, Mao & White
1998) to derive the disc masses and scalelengths. Here the discs are characterised
by their circular velocity VC and their spin parameter is

λ = J |E|1/2G−1M−5/2 (2)

where J,E,M, are respectively, the angular momentum, total energy and mass
of the dark halo. The spin parameter λ measures the angular momentum of the
dark halo and is a dimensionless quantity. This leads to an expression for the
disc scalelength as

Rd = Rd,MW × VC

VC,MW
× λ

λMW
(3)

and also the central surface density can be expressed as

Σ0 = Σ0,MW × VC

VC,MW
×

(

λ

λMW

)−1/2

(4)
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where MW refers to the Milky Way value. Now, the mass of the disc varies as
V 3

C (Bossier & Prantoz 2000) and from the above equation the central surface
density depends strongly on the spin parameter so large values of λ should
represent LSBGs. Some evidence supporting the theory has been presented by
Dekel and Woo (2002) using data from the SDSS. From Equation 1 the lower
gas surface density of LSBGs will lead to a lower SFR. Observations suggest
that infall timescales decrease with mass so the less massive disks were formed
later on average. The dependence of infall timescales on local surface density
so as to produce inside out formation of discs results in the slower formation of
LSBGs.

2.9 Spin parameter distribution

The range of values of the spin parameter for all types of disk galaxies has been
computed with reference to the results of simulations studying the formation of
dark matter halos. This spin parameter distribution was set out in Mo et al.
(1998) as

Pλ(λ)dλ =
1√

2πσλ

exp

[−ln2(λ/λ)

2σ2
λ

]

dλ

λ
(5)

where the average spin parameter λ = 0.05 and σλ = 0.5.. This distribution
indicates that LSBGs would account for 35% of the total number of galaxies
and would have spin parameters of λ > 0.6. These values would produce a blue
central surface brightness lower than 22 mag arcsec−2. These theoretical results
are on the way but still inconsistent with the claims of O’Neil and Bothum
(2000) for “the majority of galaxies” being LSBGs. Also the the claim of Dekel
and Woo (2002) that 95% of all galaxies are LSBGs. However these theoretical
differences are thought to stem from the definition of LSBGs in the model as
massive discs with rotational velocities λ > 40 km/s, which excludes all dwarf
galaxies.

2.10 Rotation curves

Rotation curves of spiral galaxies plot the rotational velocity ,V, as a function
of the radius, R, and so are important for mapping the distribution of mass
in a galaxy. The rotational velocities are measured from the Doppler shift in
stellar absorption lines or the emission line spectra of HII regions in the plane
of the galaxy. These curves indicate that the vast majority of matter in these
galaxies resides in the dark halo beyond the stellar disk. In Sa and Sb galaxies
there is generally an initial steep rise in the rotation curve indicating a higher
concentration of star, gas and dark matter. However Sc, Sd, Sm and LSB
galaxies, with small or absent bulges, have less steep rises and therefore less
mass concentration in their cores.

These findings seemingly oppose the currently popular concordance cold dark
matter (CDM) model of the formation of structure in the universe whose sim-
ulations predict that late type disc galaxies and particularly LSBGs should be
strongly dark matter dominated with DM concentrated or cuspy cores. It was
thought that star formation feedback processes in LSB galaxy cores might mod-
ify the central shapes of the dark matter halos. However it seems that the low
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star formation rate in LSB galaxies at present and in the past would exclude
this possiblity.

Rather, from high resolution Hα and HI rotation curves in particular, it
seems that LSBGs generally show a linear solid-body like rise in the inner parts
of their rotation curves and prefer a pseudo-isothermal (core dominated) halo
model (de Blok and Bosma 2002). Hence current theories structure formation
and evolution need to account for the fact that most late type disc galaxies have
a constant density core rather than a cusp.

2.11 Toomre criterion

LSB galaxies have low star formation rates of ∼ 0.1M� yr−1 (van den Hoek
2000) which has usually been explained by high rotation disks which produce
gas surface densities below a critical suface density of HI for star formation
of ∼ 10M� pc−2 (Kennicutt 1989). These figures are derived from their HSB
counterparts.

Observations of Hα emissions from disk galaxies show that the star formation
rate drops suddenly at just a few scalelengths (Kennicutt 1989; Schaye 2004).
The Toomre criterion for gravitational instability is usually applied to explain
the surface density threshold for star formation (Toomre 1964). A thin gaseous
differentially rotating disk cannot be stabilised by rotation or pressure if the
Toomre Q parameter is less than one. This parameter is given by

Q(r) ≡ csκ

πGΣg
(6)

where cs is the effective sound speed, κ is the epicyclic frequency, Σg is the
gas surface density dependent on the radius r.

This rotation theory as the cause of the low lumininosities and low SFR
of LSB galaxies postulates a star formation threshold that declines with radius
(Kennicutt 1989). Kennicutt found that for his sample of 15 galaxies the Toomre
criterion could describe a threshold for the gas surface density below which star
formation was strongly suppressed. Martin and Kennicutt (2001) tested this
Toomre hypothesis again by measuring the ratio α ≡ 1/Q of the gas surface
density to the critical surface density

Σc(r) ≡ QΣg (7)

and found that α ≈ 0.5 at the truncation radius.

However another view of the LSB galaxy low star formation rate indepen-
dent of rotation has been put forward (Gallagher & Hunter 1984; Elmegreen
& Parravano 1994 and Schaye 2004). This view postulates that stars form in
regions where the interstellar medium sustains a pressure equilibrium in two
stable phases, a warm at ∼ 104K and a cold at ∼ 102K. Schaye postulates a
constant density star formation threshold of 4.5M�pc

−2. A sharp drop in veloc-
ity dispersion at a critical radius triggers gravitational instability in a transition
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from warm to cool phases. This cutoff occurs because the gas is thermally unsta-
ble between these temperatures (Field 1965) and also self shielding from photo
disassociation by UV radiation produces an increase of the molecular fraction
during this phase transition to lower temperatures.

These two view points have been compared in a recent study of nearby LSBGs
(Auld et al. 2006). They pointed out that their data favoured slightly the
Schaye view point but that their maps were still of too low resolution to settle
the matter.

2.12 Tully-Fisher relation

It is observed that on the average brighter galaxies rotate faster and hence have
a greater mass. The Tully-Fisher relation links the maximum rotation speed of
the HI gas in a disk galaxy to its luminosity by the relation

L ∝ V α
max (8)

where α ∼ 4. Somehow the dark matter of the halo which sets the rotational
velocity of the disk coordinates with the mass of the stellar disk which sets the
luminosity. If LSBGs follow this relation as well then their lower central surface
brightness implies that they must have higher mass to light ratios.

LSBGs do appear also to follow the Tully-Fisher relation (Bossier et al.2003)
especially when measured in the red or near infrared. In the blue LSBGs new
star formation increases the brightness at the expense of an unchanging rota-
tional velocity and the relation applied to these blue LSBGs scatters wildly
about an average value. Some earlier studies suggested large departures from
the TF relation (O’Neil et al. 2000a) and underluminosities at a particular
line width (Matthews et al. 1998). However these were traced, respectively, to
nearby HI contamination and selection effects (Chung et al. 2002).
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3 Method

3.1 The SDSS DR4 database

The SDSS DR4 (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2005) published in July 2005
covers all data through to June 2004 and is the penultimate data release of
the original SDSS programme. DR4 contains images covering 6670 deg2 and
spectroscopy of 4783 deg2. There spectroscopic data are taken with 3 arcsec
diameter fibres for approximately 480,000 galaxies. The Main Galaxy Sample
(Strauss et al. 2002) consists of galaxies within the main survey footprint and
covers an elliptical area of 110o × 130o, which is chosen to minimize Galactic
extinction and maximize observing efficiency. This galaxy redshift survey is a
complete survey, compared to other sparse surveys, and has a median redshift
of z ≈ 0.1. This allows for simultaneous spectroscopy of all galaxies in a given
field of view down to the Petrosian half-light surface brightness µ50 ≤ 24.5 mag-
nitudes per square arcsec and for galaxies with an r-band Petrosian magnitude
rP ≤ 17.7.

The Petrosian system (Petrosian 1976) is based on the flux within an aper-
ature defined by the ratio of the local surface brightness to the mean interior
surface brightness. The Petrosian radius θP occurs where the local surface
brightness in an annulus (0.8θ − 1.25θ) about θP is 1/5 of the mean surface
brightness within θP . The Petrosian magnitude rP is defined as the flux within
a circular aperature of radius 2θP . And µ50 is defined as the mean surface
brightness within a circular aperature containing half the Petrosian flux.

This use of circular aperatures instead of elliptical means that the Petrosian
magnitudes derived from the fluxes are also fairly insensitive to galaxy incli-
nation. Hence this Petrosian technique allows for an unbiased measurement of
a constant fraction of the total galaxy light (Blanton et al.2001; Yasuda et al.
2001).

3.2 Sample extraction

For the purposes of this work we selected a sample of edge-on LSB galaxies
from the SDSS DR4 database requiring the following conditions to be satisfied
(see Appendix B):

(i) half-light surface brightness in the range 23 to 25 magnitudes per arcsec
squared, this was calculated from Strauss et al. (2002) using their Equation 5.

(ii) axial ratio of b/a < 0.25, to select for edge on-galaxies an axial ratio in
the least dust extincted i band where a and b are the semimajor and semiminor
axes respectively.

(iii) semimajor axis angular diameter of a > 10 arcsec in the i-band, to assist
in the search for the stellar halo in the total stacked image and to detect bulges
and dust lanes by eye inspection.

(iv) colour criterion was set to g − r < 0.55, 0.55 < g − r < 0.75 and
0.75 < g − r < 1.0, to select 3 subsamples to investigate the evolution in the
final stacked image.

(v) redshifts of z ≤ 0.2, for direct comparison with the Zibetti et al.(2004)
study.
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Figure 1: Sample galaxies and their spectra: an extremely blue from A (top),
yellowish from B (middle) and extremely red from C (bottom).
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No flags selection criteria were used so as to maximize the number of the
resulting sample. All further pruning was done by eye.

The returned rough sample comprised a total of 1745 galaxies that had been
selected in the three subsamples: 599 in Sample A, 612 in Sample B and 534
galaxies in Sample C, respectively according to the three colour restrictions in
selection criterion (iv) above.

The galaxies were inspected by eye to identify objects not suitable for stack-
ing. Some false detections were obvious as problems with the SDSS PHOTO
reduction pipeline. Examples of which included diffraction spikes from very
bright stars, parts of HSB spiral galaxies and low inclination galaxies. Other
members of the original sample that were rejected by eye had obvious warps,
excesive dust lanes, bright bulges, interactions with nearby companions and
irregular galaxy like morphologies. A further set was discarded due to the close-
ness of nearby bright stars. The ideal LSBG sought was symetrically linear with
an empty nearby background.

The returned rough sample was culled to a total of 1199 galaxies: 377 in
sample A, 436 in sample B and 368 in sample C . The colour limits were set first
by visual inspection of the images using the SDSS DR4 Image List Tool screen.
The maximum of the colour range was suggested by the ridge at g − r ∼ 1.0
in Fig.1 of Rönnback & Bergvall 1993. This upper limit was needed to avoid
excessive dust. Selecting the galaxies in this way would increase the inclination
adjusted surface brightness to fainter than the surface brightness criteria for
LSB galaxies.

The image reference data from the resulting sample of 1199 edge-on LSBGs
was then used to download fits files in the g, r and i-bands, which are the three
most sensitive SDSS passbands for halo detection as shown in the Zibetti et al.
(2004a) analysis.
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3.3 Sample properties

The list of the galaxies and the properties of Samples A, B and C are given in
three tables in Appendix C. Only the first 50 galaxies in each sample are listed,
the complete sample information can be accessed on www.astro.uu.se/∼brady/LSBGproject.
The table contains the following information:

column 1 - Number of each galaxy in the sample.
column 2 - Official SDSS name in J2000 equatorial coordinates.
column 3 & 4 - Right ascension and declination for epoch J2000.
column 5 - Half-light surface brightness in the blue g-band.
column 6 - Absolute Petrosian i-band magnitude.
column 7, 8 & 9 - Apparent magnitudes in the g, r and i bands.
column 10 - Petrosian radius in the i band.
column 11 - Exponential radius in the i band.
column 12 - g − r colour.
column 13 - r − i colour.
column 14 - Axial ratio b/a in the i-band.
column 15 - Redshift

The exponential scalelengths were calculated using

ri =
cz × rexp,i(arcsecs)

100h kms−1(Mpc)−1
× 2π

(360)(3600)
, (9)

absolute magnitudes were calculated by

Mi = mi + 5 + 5logh− 5log(cz/100) −Ai, (10)

half-light central surface brightnesses were calculated by

µ50,g = mg −Ag + 2.5 log[2πθ50,g
2] (11)

and all SDSS magnitudes were converted to the extinction corrected values
by, for example in the i-band, as

mi,corr = mi −Ai. (12)

The following figures show comparisons between the properties of each sub-
sample and the full sample. It sould be noted that the heights of the boxes
of the histograms are only a function of the bin width. The bin widths are
similar but not exactly the same. However comparisons between the peaks and
the spread of related sample histograms are more meaningful. Also note that
Sample A (377) < Sample C (388) < Sample B (436).

The distribution of redshifts is shown in Fig. 2. The bluer Sample A peaks at
z ∼ 0.03, the yellower Sample B peaks at z ∼ 0.05, the reddder Sample C peaks
at z ∼ 0.07 and the total sample has a broad asymetric peak around z ∼ 0.05.
This redshift pattern reflects a natural selection effect. The bluer, smaller and
dimmer LSB galaxies are detected at closer distances than the brighter more
red LSB galaxies (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 2: Redshift distribution

The distribution of absolute magnitudes for the LSB galaxy samples is shown
in Fig.3. The bluer Sample A falls more within the classical range of typical
LSB galaxy luminosities of −13 . MB . −19 (Impey et al. 1996). The peaks
of the yellow and red samples moving more toward HSB galaxy type absolute
magnitudes (and so also shifting the total sample peak into the HSB region).
This has to do with their greater size and consequently higher total luminosity.

Fig. 4 presents the scale length distributions. Once again a selection effect
comes into play with the larger LSB galaxies as those that are redder and so
brighter and hence observable at higher redshifts. The range of scale lengths is
from ∼ 1 to ∼ 16 kpc h−1 with a median value of ∼ 5.5 kpc h−1. This is similar
to HSB galaxy values supporting the view that LSB galaxies span the full range
of “normal” galaxy sizes.
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Figure 3: Absolute i-band magnitude distribution
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Figure 4: Exponential radius distribution
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Figure 5: Half-light surface brightness distribution

Fig. 5 shows the range of half light surface brightnesses for the samples.
The brighter 23 mag arcsec−2 cut-off is an effect of the extraction code limit set
whereas the fainter 24.5 mag arcsec−2 cutoff is an artifact of the limit set for the
SDSS Main Galaxy Sample. Each sample has a similar decrease in numbers for
lower surface brightnesses. However the blue sample tends to contain relatively
more higher surface brightness galaxies. The SDSS is not optimised for LSB
galaxy searches and would possibly need a 10 minute exposure time to exhibit
the true nature of the LSB galaxy luminosity function at these faint surface
brightnesses.

The colour-colour distribution is shown in Fig.6. The scatter of the whole
sample is most apparent in the blue subsample and most constrained in the
redder LSB galaxies. The upper limit g − r < 1 was selected to minimize
the inclusion of dust dominated galaxies. The diagram shows that the sample
galaxies become more similar as they redden. This may be explained as an effect
of the patchiness of the blue LSB galaxies.
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The distribution of absolute magnitudes with colour shown in Fig. 7 indicates
the size of the galaxies in the sample. The larger area LSB galaxies have their
low surface brightness flux distributed over larger diameters. This means that
the resulting higher total luminosity LSB galaxies that are redder will be seen
at greater distances before they become smaller than the 10 arcsecond selection
cutoff. Hence the big red more distant dust free galaxies are brighter than the
smaller bluer more closby sample galaxies.

In Fig.8 the half light surface brightnesses are plotted against the g−r colours.
In all sample colours the majority of the galaxies selected are in the range
23.0 ≤ µ50 ≤ 23.5. The SDSS documentation claims to detect 98% of galaxies
up to 24.5 mag arcsec−2. Hence this decrease in number could be a real effect
indicating a cutoff point in the galaxy surface brightness distribution. .

Fig.9 shows the median distribution of half light surface brightness in median
redshift bins. As expected the brighter redder sample C galaxies are detected
at greater distances than the bluer fainter galaxies. Note however that the
curves would all show increasing luminosity with redshift when k-corrections
and redshift dimming are taken into account.

The metallicities of the samples are displayed in Fig.10 & Fig.11. The oxygen
abundances are proxies for the amount of metals produced in the disks of the
LSB galaxy samples. These oxygen abundances were calculated by the N2
method as in Shi et al. (2005). Here the oxygen abundance is correlated by
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Figure 9: Median redshift versus median central half-light surface brightness.
Bin size is a redshift of 0.02 and the error bars spread one standard deviation.

12 + log(O/H) = 9.12 + 0.73 ×N2, (13)

where

N2 ≡ log
I[NII]λ6583

I(Hα)
, (14)

however it should be noted that this relation gives 0.2dex too high abundances
at the high end of the matallicity diagram and so needs to be corrected for.
This has been done in Figs.10, 11 & 12 (However see also Shi et al. 2006).

In Fig. 10 (top) it can be seen that the oxygen abundance in the LSB galaxy
disks increases with increasing luminosity. This is to be expected as the redder
Sample C galaxies are detected at greater redshifts than the bluer Sample A.
Hence their greater mean stellar age would also indicate possibly greater oppor-
tunity for creating metals. Fig. 10 (bottom) shows the usual linear relationship
between oxygen and nitrogen abundances. Nitrogen is both a primary and sec-
ondary element. Oxygen is therefore first produced by nitrogen and then is
produced by other elements.

In Fig. 11 and 12 we display the change in metallicity with colour for our
samples of LSB galaxies. Both figures have the same scales on their axes and so
are directly comparable. It can be seen that the slope of the metallicity versus
r − i colour (Fig.12) is steeper than the corresponding g − r (Fig.12). This
indicates that star forming regions and hence ages are more easily visible in the
g − r plot.
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Figure 12: r − i colour versus oxygen abundance
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3.4 The image stacking

The technique we use for image stacking follows that used in the Zibetti et al.
papers. Their method has been applied to edge-on disc galaxies (2004a), intr-
acluster light (2005a) and quasars (2005b). These previous studies have found
extremely red stellar populations around edge-on disc galaxies, intracluster stars
ejected from the brightest cluster galaxies as well as Sb-c spiral galaxies hosting
quasars. This image stacking process aims to produce high signal-to-noise ratios
(S/N) in an average image, which in our study is of edge-on LSB galaxies in
order to detect possible faint surrounding stellar halos.

The image stacking technique consists of four basic steps: (1) masking out
all unwanted surrounding objects, (2) shifting the LSBG images to make them
superposable, (3) angular diameter and intensity rescaling to a uniform photo-
metric calibration and finally (4) combining the images to produce an average.
All the above steps were combined in one in-house developed programme called
”fix” (see Appendix H). This programme processes the SDSS images through
the use of the MIDAS, SExtractor v2.4.4 and FORTRAN software packages.

The MIDAS (Munich Image Data Analysis System) system is an astronom-
ical image processing and data reduction package developed by the European
Southern Observatory in the 1980s and adapted to UNIX systems in the 1990s
(Warmels 1991). Our stacking programme uses MIDAS as its the base language
(Appendix F).

The SExtractor (Source Extractor) software package inputs a FITS format
astronomical image and builds up a catalogue from the objects detected. It
is particularly suited for the analysis of large-scale extragalactic survey data
(Bertin and Arnouts 1996). Before SExtractor can be run an input Configu-
ration file and an output Parameter file must be constructed (see Appendix G
and Appendix H). The configuration file has a total of 54 parameters which can
be specified and the output file has 107 parameters which can be requested as
shown in the users manual (Bertin 1997). However for the purposes of our study
most of the input parameters could be left to their default settings and only 11
output parameters were needed.

A Fortran (FORmula TRANslator/TRANslation) programme is used to en-
sure that new header data is inserted into the correct fits image file (Appendix
E). Fortran is a computer language originally developed in the 1950s and still
used for scientific computing today (Nyhoff 1995). Fortran 2003 is the most
recent version. This language has short commands for performing mathemati-
cal calculations which greatly improves readibility and so is simple for beginner
programmers to write efficient code. It is the primary language for the most
intensive supercomputing tasks, including weather and climate modelling.

We found that SExtractor provided the speed needed in detecting and extract-
ing the LSB galaxies from large numbers of FITS images that MIDAS lacked.
MIDAS was best in the stacking part of the programme. However before the
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stacking programme can be run the raw SDSS images must be made ready for
processing.

3.4.1 The image pre-processing

The resulting raw SDSS fits format images are of size 2048 × 1489 pixel2

or 13.5 × 9.8 arcmin2. Each of these frames are bias subtracted and flat field
corrected, so called fpC, frames. Further parameters need to be inserted into
each image header for the stacking proceedure to run correctly. A FORTRAN
sorting programme is implimented when the extra parameters are inserted into
the fits image headers. This is so that parameters relating to one image are
placed into the correct header of its correcponding image.

We obtained the centres, position angles, scalelengths and extinction cor-
rected magnitudes from the SDSS Image Paramater screen database which we
then inserted into the headers of each fits image (see Appendix F). The cen-
tres were found using isoRowc and isoColc, the scalelengths were found using
expRad, the position angles were found using expPhi and the extinction cor-
rected magnitiudes were found using extinction. We obtain the aa = zeropoint,
kk = extinction coefficient and airmass parameters from the tsField Best option of
the SDSS Data Archive Server screen and insert them into the headers as well.
These values are used to calibrate from pixel counts to Pogson magnitudes for
use in the final stacked image. We then converted the resulting fpC fits files
into MIDAS readable bdf files. The tsField fits files are also copied to MIDAS
table files, see Appendix D for details.

3.5 The proceedure

The readied images now pass through a number of processes one by one where
they are masked, shifted and rescaled before finally being averaged (Fig.13) all
with the combined use of the MIDAS and SExtractor packages as described
below. The exact sequence of all these steps with comments is documented in
the ”fix” stacking programme (contact nils.bergvall@astro.uu.se for details).

3.5.1 The image masking

Each image is matched with an entry from the MIDAS table bdflist and copied
to a dummy file. Here the target LSB galaxy is given the world coordinates (0,0)
and the pixels calibrated, correcting for Galactic and atmospheric extinction, to
Pogson magnitudes. This calibration is carried out using the SDSS conversion
formula

mag = −2.5 × log10(f/f0) (15)

where

f/f0 =
counts

exptime
× 100.4×(aa+kk×airmass), (16)

the counts per pixel is given in each fpC fits file and the exposure time uses the
SDSS given value of 53.907456 seconds.
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Figure 13: Examples of the prestacking process. An original SDSS fpC image
(top-left). SExtractor has identified all the objects in the image (top-right). All
image objects have been deleted , and the correspnding regions flagged, except
for the LSB galaxy (bottom-left) and we subtract a smooth surface from the
original background. The LSBG galaxy has now been centered, rotated, angular
and intensity rescaled and a background adjusted (bottom-right).
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The image is then fed into SExtractor. Using the parameters from the config-
uration file 1 , SExtractor identifies all the objects in the image and flags them
except for the LSB galaxy.A first fit to the sky background is made. All objects
1.5σ above the sky are analysed, identified as stars or galaxies and then flagged
into a seperate file. A course grid of resolution 512 x 512 pixels is fit to the
background and then subtracted producing a flat background close to the zero
level. The LSB galaxy flux values are replaced with the galaxy sky subtracted
pixel values.

3.5.2 The image shifting

The resulting dummy file has the galaxy moved to its center and is scaled
and rotated so that the major axis of the galaxy is horizontal. The central
1024 × 1024 pixels are extracted into another file: the image subfile. A second
sky subtraction is then performed excluding these flagged regions.

3.5.3 The image rescaling

The galaxy images are then scaled to the standard scalelength of 10 arcseconds
while conserving surface brghtness. The intensity is then scaled by multiplying
the surface brightness by the square of the scale. Hence the larger galaxies will
have their intensity reduced when contacted to the smaller standard scalelength
and the smaller galaxies will be correspondingly brightened.

3.5.4 The image averaging

The median image of the resulting individual masked, centered and rescaled
images is then computed (Fig.14). The images are given weights proportional
to scale−2. The median image was found to produce less variation in the
background of the resulting stacked image than the average image (contact
nils.bergvall@astro.uu.se for details). The resulting stacked image is then plot-
ted on an isophotal graph with contours adjusted to bring out the details of the
low surface brightness envelope.

In order to extract even more details from the halos we culled the samples
one final time down to a total of 970 LSB galaxies: Sample A (336), Sample
B (318) and Sample C (316). Each ”rr ...” image was visually checked. It was
found that SExtractor was not deleting some stars and was treating them as a
part of the galaxy. These images were disgarded and the remaining 970 images
were restacked.
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Figure 14: An example of a stacked average image (Sample A in the g-band)
consisting of 377 individual LSB galaxies.
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4 Results

In this section I present the results of the analysis of the images in the SDSS g, r
and i passbands. I mainly concentrate on the stacking of the complete sample of
970 galaxies because of the resulting higher sensitivity. I also study the stacked
images of the three subsamples of “blue”, “yellow” and “red” galaxies in order
to better understand the possible dependence of the observed disk properties
on the total colours.

First I analyse the background properties of the stacked images in order to
assess our detection limits (Section 4.1). I then investigate the luminosity dis-
tribution in the stacked images by means of isophotal contour plots (Section
4.2). The photometric properties of the stacked images are then investigated
(Section 4.3) by means radial sector-averaged surface brightness profiles (SBPs).
The average halo colours radially and perpendicular to the disks are presented
in Section 4.4. Finally the properties of the three colour selected subsamples
are studied in Section 4.5.
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Figure 15: First order flattening the background with 12 squares

4.1 Background noise properties

In Fig.15 we present the final image of the ”skyfix” programme. Skyfix calculates
the mean, median and standard deviation of the image background in 12 boxes
evenly distributed around the stacked galaxy image. The median of the mean
values and the median of the median values in these boxes are calculated. The
resultant data are saved in the Midas tables skymean.tbl and skymedian.tbl.

The background error values in each of the g, r and i skymedian tables are
then used to estimate the uncertainty in the sky level for each particular stacked
image. The 12 boxes are each as large as the supposed halo and the uncertainty
under the stacked galaxy pixels is assumed to be the same as the mean error
of the median values of the boxes. As can be seen in the image above, the
background has become flat after two previous flattenings during the running
of the stacking programme. There is no reasonably obvious structure in the sky
pixels just random noise consisting of faint stars and background galaxies. A
final correction is then made for large scale variations due these faint residuals
by fitting a parabolic surface to the background which avoids the region close
to the galaxy.
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Figure 16: The total sample contour plot of the stacked g image with isophotal
levels at 30.0, 29.0, 28.0, 26.0, 24.0 and 23.0 magnitudes.

4.2 Isophotal contour plots

In Figs.16, 17 and 18 we present the contour plots for the g, r and i bands of the
stacked images of the total sample. The sale is 150 pixels = 10 rexp. The inten-
sity levels of the contours are suitably adjusted to show the maximum extension
of the LSB envelope. The pixel values had previously been recalibrated from
SDSS Pogson magnitudes to apparent magnitudes in the stacking programme.
Now the Midas plot/cont command produces the above figures with 6 isophotes
defining the stacked galaxy at magnitude intervals derived from:

µ = −2.5log10

( I

pix2

)

(17)

where I is the pixel intensity and pix is the SDSS pixel size.

The background noise isophotes scattered around the stacked galaxy isophotes
can be seen to have no discernible pattern. The slight underdensity of noise
signature directly next to the stacked galaxy image is a selection effect due of
the original by-sight culling procedure. We retained only those galaxies in the
original samples that were devoid of closeby stars so as not to interfere with the
signal at the outer parts of each galaxy.

The outer 3 isophotes in each of the three plots show very clearly the presence
of a diffuse luminous envelope around the disk. This ”halo” appears to have a
oval/diamond shaped structure which is most evident in the more sensitive r
and i band plots.
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Figure 17: The total sample contour plot of the stacked r image with isophotal
levels at 30.0, 29.0, 28.0, 26.0, 24.0 and 22.0 magnitudes.

Figure 18: The total sample contour plot of the stacked i image with isophotal
levels at 29.5, 28.5, 27.5, 25.5, 23.5 and 21.5 magnitudes.
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function of the semimajor axis a in pixels.

4.2.1 Ellipse profiles

The luminosity distribution or amount of flattening of the isophotes around
the stacked images is calculated by the MIDAS ell2 ellipse fitting programme.
Fig.19 displays the results in the g, r and i bands. It can be seen that the
the i band ellipse plot, being the most sensitive filter, has the most extensive
plot. All plots show a gradual steepening of the axial ratio, or rounder isophotes
at greater ditances from the disk. The three bands all reach ∼ 0.5 by the 80
-90 pixel range, before the noise of the background sets in. It should be noted
that further reduction of the images to subtract the influence of the disk on
the contour plots would lead to an even higher b/a ratios. Hence it can be
implied that the flattening of the halo spheroid of the stacked images would
have c/a > 0.5.
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Figure 20: The total sample g,r and i band surface brightness profiles

4.3 Surface brightness profiles

In order to investigate the properties of the LSB structures in the stacked images
we first extract SB profiles using the inhouse developed SBP programme ’lump3’
(luminosity profile #3). Lump3 calculates the median of the flux in large wedges
at different position angles (PAs) from the centre of the disk. The stacked
image is first divided into four circular sectors of 60◦ aperatures centered on
0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ PAs. Each of these sectors is then radially divided into
a number of coronae geometrically spaced at one pixel from each other. Finally
the mean SB is estimated as a function of radius for 0◦ (along the disk) and
90◦ PA (perpendicular to the disk) by averaging the SB in pairs of corresponding
coronae in the two symmetric wedges at 0◦ and 180◦ and at 90◦ and 270◦ PA
respectively.

In Fig.20 above the SBPs are shown for the most sensitive g, r and i bands
for the total sample of 970 LSB galaxies (section 4.5 shows SBPs for subsamples
A, B and C). These graphs are in linear scale with red circles representing the
0◦ PA profile along the disk and the blue circles with error bars representing
the 90◦ PA perpendicular to the disk. Hence the detection limits for the SB
profiles can be assessed as ∼ 31 mag arcsec−2 for both the g and r bands and
∼ 30 mag arcsec−2 for the i band.
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The errors in the SBP data points are calculated from the fluxes derived in
the 60◦ sectors of the lump3 programme (see Appendix I). The data points for
the total sample in Fig.20 are averages of 9 values to better trace the greater
SBP accuracy of this larger number of stacked images . The subsample SBPs
have 3 value averages (Section 4.5). The total sample SBP magnitudes and
errors are calculated as in the 3 value average equations below.

< I >=
(I1 + I2 + I3)

n
(18)

Imag = −2.5log10(< I >) (19)

< σ >=

√

σ1
2 + σ2

2 + σ3
2

n(n− 1)
+
σsky

2

pix2 (20)

σmag = 2.5log10

(< I > + < σ >

< I >

)

(21)

where I is the surface (flux/arcsec2); σ is the flux uncertainty; σsky is the sky
uncertainty value read from the skymedian table; n, which here is 3, is the
number of data values averaged over and pix is the SDSS pixel size in arcseconds.

The g band SBP shows a central surface brightness of 22 mag arcsec−2 which
when inclination corrected to face-on would bring this value down to below the
fainter limit of the definition of a LSB galaxy as µg < 23 mag arcsec−2. The
polar SBPs all show a prominent ”hump” in the 40 to 60 pixel range which is
most noticeable in the more sensitive i band. This could indicate a strengthening
of the envelope component previously noticed in the contour plots. If so then it
is in this range that the SBPs show most clearly the detection of halos around
our LSB galaxies.
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Figure 21: The PSF exponential wings plotted on the polar SBPs.

4.3.1 PSF profiles

A concern with the above SBPs was the potential problem with the point
spread function (PSF) wings and scattered light from the galaxy core. We had
originally selected our LSB galaxies with the same criteria as the Zibetti et al.
(2004a) sample specifically so the we could compare the two sets of results . The
only additional criteria were that we selected galaxies of lower surface brightness
as well imposing colour restrictions. Hence we are able to use their paper’s PSF
analysis on our stacked g, r and i band LSB galaxy images.

We compared our total sample SBP plots with the Zibetti et al. (2004a) (their
Fig.4) PSF profiles. Their scale is 10 pixels = 1rexp whereas ours is 15 pixels
= 1rexp. Hence in Fig.20 we have rescaled the eponential wings of their PSF
profile (green lines) and transferred them onto a figure showing just our polar
SBPs. It can be noticed that the wings of the PSF contribute only minimally
to the halo signature that we observe in the 40 - 60 pixel range perpendicular
to the disk of our LSB galaxies. More specifically the contribution to the halo
profile at greater than 40 pixels is: < 1% in the g band, < 2% in the r band
and < 8% in the i band.

We have not deconvolved the core of our derived PSF to fit with the extended
source of our stacked galaxy image. However we notice that the very steep
decline of the polar profile at small pixel distances from the centre of our image.
This implies that an extended PSF core will still have little effect on the current
placement of the PSF wings in our figures.
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Figure 22: The Total Sample g − r and r − i colour profiles: colour versus the
radial distance along (dotted line) and perpendicular (filled circles with error
bars) to the disk

4.4 The halo colours

The colour profiles are derived, based on the SBPs of Section 4.3, in two 60◦

aperture sectors including the disk and perpendicular to it. The g − r and
r − i colours are presented, being the three most sensitive of the five SDSS
passbands. In Fig.22 the blue dots with error bars and blue lines represent the
colours measured perpendicular to the disk with the errors derived from the
SBPs. For comparison the colour profiles for the disk are plotted with red dots
and red dotted lines.

The disk colours show a blueing gradient increasing towards the outer parts,
out to ∼ 60 pixels. The blueing in the disk is most clearly evident for the
g − r colours with g − r = 0.8 − 0.45 (at 60 pixels). It is still apparent but
less pronounced in the r − i colours at the same distance with the r − i =
0.5 − 0.3. These colours are indicative of star forming regions in our edge-on
LSB galaxies. The gradients can also be attributed to to increasing density of
dust towards the central parts of the disk as well as linked to greater ages and
metal concentrations nearer the centre of the disk. Off the diagrams to the right
the disc colours (from the raw data) appear to redden.
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The polar profiles perpendicular to the disk become extremely noisy after
around 70 pixels distance from the centre of the stacked image. We consider
measurements too unreliable beyond this radius. The g − r polar profile after
the 40 pixel mark begins to vary regularly around the disk colours at these radii.
The g − r colours are judged to be about as red as the corresponding parts of
the disk colour profile diagram at ∼ 0.55. In contrast the r − i polar profile
clearly shows an extreme reddening towards the outskirts of the stacked galaxy,
from ∼ 40−70 pixels. The r− i profile reaches excessively red colours of ∼ 0.85
or about 0.5 magnitudes redder than the disk colour profile in this pixel range.
This r−i colour value could possibly be extended out even to ∼ 100 pixels given
the outer ranges of those error bars.

The best estimate of the halo colours are derived by using the mean colours
around 60 pixels. We estimate the uncertainties by taking into account both
the error bars on points nearby as well as the scatter of points around an ’ideal’
smooth profile:

g − r = 0.55 ± 0.1
r − i = 0.85 ± 0.1
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Figure 23: The total sample stacked luminosity r − i colour map.
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The r − i colour map presented in Fig.23 shows dramatically the red halo
observed in the above colour profiles of the total sample. This map shows the
total 360◦ r− i colour distribution of the stacked galaxy image and not just the
averaged colours in two pairs of 60◦ aperture sectors along and perpendicular
to the disk.

The colours of the stacked galaxy image have been displayed in a logarithmic
scale. So the black and blue of the central parts show 0.01 colour variations
whereas the reds at the outer extremes of the image have 0.1 colour variations.
The sky background has been given a blue colour, which has a 3σ variation, for
purposes of contrast with the sharp dropoff of the reddish halo.

As can be seen in the map the red halos appear distinctly both above and
below the disk but not prominently at the extremes of the disk plane. This
points to the red as emanating perpendicularly from the central portions of the
individual galaxies. The random patchiness of the red envelope is to be expected
as a natural product of the noise inherent in the stacking process at these low
luminosity levels.

The halo signature is observed at ∼ 2− 4rexp which can be appreciated to be
well outside the 2hz,thin (scale heights) that thick disks are obseved to extend
out to in edge-on disk galaxies (Yoachim & Dalcanton 2006). Given that the
scale of the stacked image is 15 pixels = 1 rexp and that the galaxies are selected
almost edge-on then it can also be appreciated that the observed red excess is
not to be considered as part of the thick disk.
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Figure 24: The sample A g, r and i-band surface brightness profiles.

4.5 Subsample A, B & C surface brightness, colour and

isophotal profiles

As mentioned earlier in this report the total sample of 970 galaxies had orig-
inally been selected in three separate colour subsamples. These consist of the
”blueish” Sample A (336 galaxies) with g − r < 0.55; the ”yellowish” Sample
B (318 galaxies) with 0.55 < g − r < 0.75 and the ”reddish” Sample C (316
galaxies) with 0.75 < g − r < 1.0. This colour binning was implimented in
order to investigate the dependence of the envelope features on the colours of
this morphological type and hence possibly shedding more light on the process
of galactic evolution.

In the subsample SBPs (Figs.24 and 25) we notice again that a slight ”hump”,
at ∼ 30− 40 pixels, can be distinguished particulary in the r and i bands of the
subsamples. Sample A has a polar profile, after ∼ 40 pixels, that is distinctly
more noisy that the other two subsamples, even its disk profile becomes unstable
at ∼ 90 pixels in all bands. However Sample B and Sample C have polar profiles
that are much more robust.
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Figure 25: The Sample B and Sample C g, r and i-band surface brightness
profiles.
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Figure 26: The Sample A g−r and r− i colour profiles: colour versus the radial
distance along (dotted line) and perpendicular (filled circles with error bars) to
the disk

The subsample colour profiles are presented in Figs.26 and 27. Sample A
has polar colours both in the g − r and r − i that vary wildly after ∼ 20 pixels
and so we consider these data too variable to give even a rough estimate of this
sample’s colours and erorrs. In contrast the colours of Sample B and Sample C
are more stable out to ∼ 40 pixels. The Sample B polar g−r colour is estimated
to be 0.45± 0.2 and the r− i colour is markedly increasing to 0.85± 0.2 at the
∼ 40 pixel mark. Sample C, at ∼ 40 pixels, has even a g − r colour that is
markedly reddish at 0.80± 0.2 and its r− i colour is 0.85± 0.2 at this distance,
and continues to robustly increase even beyond this point.

It is in the B and (even more so) the C samples that the halo becomes more
distinct. Hence it is in these more ”evolved” samples that contribute to the
total sample’s distinctive red halo signature.
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Figure 27: The Sample B (top) and Sample C (bottom) g − r and r − i colour
profiles.
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Figure 28: The Sample A contour plot of the stacked i image with isophotal
levels at 28, 27, 26.5, 25.5, 23.5 and 21.5 magnitudes.

The subsample isophotal contour plots in the least extincted i band are
presented in Figs.28, 29 and 30. Each of plots has the same range of its six
isophotes and the same levels ie. 21.5, 23.5, 25.5, 26.5, 27 and 28 magnitudes.
Hence direct comparisons can be made between the plots, even though Sample C
retains more background noise because of the same levels being used. It should
also be remembered that these plots consist only of ∼ 300 stacked images, in
only the i band, compared to the previous total sample isophotal plots in section
4.2 which contain ∼ 1000 stacked images in all the g, r and i bands.

It can seen that the angular size of each stacked image increases from the
blue Sample A through the yellow Sample B to the red Sample C. Likewise
the intensity of each stacked subsample increases in the red direction, which
is readily noticable in the enlargening of the inner three elliptical isophotes of
all plots. These points have already been noted in the subsample properties
of section 3.3. However particulary evident is the increase in the extension of
the halos above and below the subsamples in the redward direction. The blue
i band Sample A really only shows minimal halo development in the outermost
isophote. The yellow i band Sample B shows maybe double the extension of its
outermost isophote compared to the Sample A plot. The red i band Sample C
shows the grestest halo development in both its two outermost isophotes.

From the above observations it seems that the majority of the halo signals
in the total stacked isophotal plots of section 4.2 is derived from the redder
subsamples, particularly Sample C.
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Figure 29: The Sample B contour plot of the stacked i image with isophotal
levels at 28, 27, 26.5, 25.5, 23.5 and 21.5 magnitudes.

Figure 30: The Sample C contour plot of the stacked i image with isophotal
levels at 28, 27, 26.5, 25.5, 23.5 and 21.5 magnitudes.
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5 Discussion

We have performed an analysis of the results in the previous section which
provide strong evidence for the ubiquitous presence of extended low luminostiy
envelope/halo features around LSB galaxies. The depth required to characterize
galactic halos is 29−30 mag arcsec−2 in the V band (Bullock & Johnston 2005).
We have stacked almost 1000 galaxy images to extract reliable photometry at
surface brightness levels as faint as ∼ 31 mag arcsec−2 for both the g and r
bands and ∼ 30 mag arcsec−2 for the i band.

Our stacked images are statistically robust. Nearly edge-on selection ensures
minimal disk contamination of any envelope/halo stuctures. An eye-culling
process has originally selected only those LSB galaxy images optimal for the
averaging process and another eye-culling procedure was carried out after the
image preprocessing but before the composite image was produced. We have
flattened the background three times during the combining process and also
centered the individual LSB galaxy images both before and during the running
of the stacking programme. The position angles obtained from the SDSS data
base are confirmed with MIDAS routines. Angular and intensity recaling ensures
self-similarity of the images so that all the LSB galaxies can be superposed. We
finally produced three types of average image and chose the median stacked
image as that which had the most neutral background structure.

The isophotal contour plots obviously show the presence of rounded luminous
envelopes clearly extending above and below the highly flattened central disk.
These extensions can be characterised as the observation of halos around LSB
galaxies. This result independently confirms similar halo structures observed
around stacked galaxies of normal (HSB) type spirals (Zibetti et al. 2004a).

It could be argued that we have just detected the emission produced by small
bulges. However considering that our LSB galaxies have been specfically selected
to be bulgeless and that bulges in any case follow an exponentially decreasing
law (MacArthur, Courteau & Holtzmann 2003), which implies that bulges will
contribute less than ∼ 30 mag arcsec−2 beyond 20 pixels, then the light mea-
sured at greater pixel distances, and that is brighter, is not an extension of bulge
luminosty.

We have shown that the PSF for our stacked images has little influence on
the signal from the observed halo. We noted that at the 40 pixel polar radius
the contribution from the exponential wings of the PSF is less than 10 percent
in any of the three passbands. This is a strong indication that the observed halo
is a real feature of the majority of the LSB galaxies in our extracted sample.

Our results can be compared to studies of individual local and more distant
galaxy halos. The MW halo stars are expected to have a surface brightness of
∼ 30 mag arcsec−2 in the V band at ∼ 4rexp (Binney & Merrifield 1998, section
10.5) which is consistent with our detected halo signature at 40 - 60 pixels in our
g-band SBP plots. The study of RR Lyrae and BHB stars provide an estimate
of the flattening of the MW halo of c/a ∼ 0.6 (Hartwick 1987, Preston et al.
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1991) which mirrors the results of the ellipse profile of the halo of our stacked
total sample of LSB galaxies.

The other two spiral galaxies in our local group, the Andromeda galaxy (M31)
and the Triangulum galaxy (M33), have recently been subject to deep imagery
using RGB stars to trace out their stellar halos (Chapman et al. 2006 and Mc-
Connachie et al. 2006, respectively). These studies find metal poor stellar halo
components to the galaxies, similar to the MW metallicity, with no detectable
metal gradient.

Farther afield there are still relatively few studies of the halos of disk galax-
ies due to the enormous difficulies of reaching surface brightnesses of ∼ 28 mag
arcsec−2 necessary for halo detection. The huge edge-on spiral NGC 5907 there-
fore attracted large amounts of interest when it was claimed to have a very red
halo population above the plane of the disk (Sackett et al. 1994). This claim
wained somewhat when evidence of interaction from a nearby dwarf galaxy was
discovered (Zheng et al. 1999). However all properties of the original red excess
claim have not yet been explained (Zepf et al. 2000).

Other studies that support the case for thick disks or envelopes around indi-
vidual disk galaxies have become more common in recent years. These include:
NGC 891 (Morrison et al. 1997); ESO 240-G11 (Rauscher et al. 1998); NGC
4244 (Fry et al. 1999); IC 5249 (Abe et al. 1999); NGC 4565 (Wu et al. 2002); a
sample of 47 extremely flat galaxies (Dalcanton & Bernstein 2002) and a Hubble
UDF galaxy (Zibetti & Ferguson 2004b).

The observation of red halo excesses does not seem to be confined to just
the disk galaxy morphology. Blue compact galaxies (BCGs) have also been
observed to display very red spectral energy distributions in their faint halos
(Bergvall & Östlin 2002, Bergvall et al. 2003). Here the explanations of warm
dust reddening and normal metal poor stellar population have been ruled out.

Finally the original galaxy stacking study of 1047 edge-on high luminosity
galaxies (Zibetti et al. 2004a) showed the ubiquitous presence of stellar en-
velopes around disk galaxies. This mean halo was well described by a power
law ρ ∝ r−3 and was contained in a moderately flattened spheroid of c/a ∼ 0.6.
The colours were g − r ∼ 0.6 and r − i ∼ 0.65. They concluded extremely red
stellar populations of possibly old age and/or high metallicity.

In Fig.31 we compare our g − r and r − i colour results with examples taken
from the literature. Our findings are displayed as a red cross for the total
sample colours with errors and the green crosses for the Sample B and Sample
C subsample colours with errors. The Sample A colours could not be estimated
due to the instability of the halo signal at even small pixel radii.
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Figure 31: Comparison of the halo colours with other results.

The Zibetti et. al. (2004a) results (large blue cross) appear almost consistent
with our g − r colours. The g − r colours are only slightly redder and well
within our error bars. Their r − i colours appear to be inconsistent with ours.
However, their original data (their Fig. 7) show that they observe a strong
signal of r − i ∼ 0.85 at 35 pixels, very similar to ours. They then ”pull back”
and quote a colour value at the 20 pixel range where their g − r signal starts
to become uncertain. Considering that our LSB galaxies have larger angular
diameters then their HSB galaxies then this almost exact correspondance of
r − i colours, backed up by the further overlap of our independently selected
Sample B and Sample C subsamples, provides robust evidence for the reality of
our detected halos.

The yellow ellipse positions the spread of colours of the MW globular clusters
(Harris 1996). This proxy for the MW halo colours, overlaps its metal rich
red end with the similarly red g − r colours in our total sample as well as our
intermediate Sample B. However our r−i colours are much redder. The blue end
of the SDSS elliptical galaxy sequence (Bernardi et al. 2003) is also consistent
with the g−r colours of our total sample. The halo colours of the giant edge-on
NGC 5907 (Lequeux et al. 1998) are similar to our more evolved ”red” Sample
C.
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Trying to reconcile our r− i colours with known stellar populations is no easy
task. The effects of the PSF on our halo are minimal due to the steep decline of
the gaussian core before the pixel radius of the halo is reached. The possibility
of bulge contamination is even less than in the Zibetti stacking analysis as LSB
galaxies often have minimal or no cores and our sample has been visually culled
of obvious bulge positve galaxies.

The effect of dust producng the reddening can similarly be discounted. This
is because dust mostly affects the blue bands which does not show up in our
g − r polar profile. Also any dust is usually confined to a thin layer in the disk
and is more dominant in the inner parts at that. In any case the galaxies in
our samples have been specifically selected below a dust dominated threshold
of g − r < 1.0 (Rönnback & Bergvall 1993) and furthermore have been visually
culled of galaxies that showed any sign of dustlanes. Hence we conclude that
there is evidence that the observed halos can be composed of extremely red
stellar populations, possibly in combination with peculiar IMFs.

The red colours of our stacked halo seem to rule out the possibilty that the
majority of individual LSB galaxy halos are built up from low metallicity stars
or from globular cluster populations. The high latitude of the halo signal, 40−60
pixels or ∼ 3rexp, seems to rule out disk heating as a means of forming these
regions of high metallicity stars. Furthermore, by definition, LSB galaxies have
had a minimal interaction past so the scenario of the build up of the red halo
through collision and/or tidal stripping of metal rich interlopers is not seen as
viable.

The origin of this Red Halo Phenomenon has also been the subject of spectral
evolutionary models (Bergvall et al. 2002, Zackrisson et al. 2006). These models
conclude that the red spectral energy distribution observed around BCGs and
HSB galaxies can be explained by low to intermediate metallicity stellar popu-
lations contained within a bottom heavy initial mass function (IMF). However
considering the extreme r − i ∼ 0.85 colours of our data as well as the original
Zibetti stacking data then the halo stars would need to have solar or higher
metallicities. This is an option that is somewhat restricted in LSB galaxies
whose disks are observed to have low metallicity oxygen abundances.

The dearth of options outlined above leads to the consideration of more ex-
treme scenarios to try to explain the formation of these red halos. One option
may lie in the formation of first generation stars. These remnants of the first
light in the universe could have ”condensed” in the field early on and then grav-
itated to potential wells of newly forming galaxies including LSB galaxies. In
this way old red stars could compose the halos of newly formed galaxies.

More specifically, our colours could be explained by large amounts of M and
L type stars. These very low luminosity stars have been recently found in
quantity in the 2MASS survey (Burgasser et al. 2002). These classess of stars
have colours even more extreme than the colours of our halos (Table 1, West
el al. 2005). If a large population of M7, M8, M9, L0, L1 and L2 stars are
combined with an amount of normal population A stars then our g−r and r− i
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colours can be reached (Fig.1, Finlator et al. 2000). These low luminosity stars
may be even more readily observed in the halos of LSB galaxies than in HSB
galaxies like our Galaxy. Current spectral evolutionary models still need to be
updated to include the large amounts of these newly discovered extremely old
(10-13 Gyr), ultracool, red, metal poor late M, L and even T type stars.

It seems significant that two independently selected SDSS samples stacked on
independently developed inhouse programmes (not to mention the results of our
two independent subsamples), in two different disk galaxy morphologies, both
observed extremely red halos. Compound these findings with similar red halos
observed in two individual disk galaxies together with red excesses found in the
halos of a sample of BCGs then it seems that this red halo phenomenon is real
and deserves further investigation.

To this end our group is conducting halo searches around individual elliptical
galaxies, post starburst galaxies and BCGs. We will be looking again for halo
signatures around stacked SDSS images but this time with elliptical galaxies.
Furthermore, programmes are being developed as a general tool to investigate
extremely low luminosity signatures around galaxies. It would also be advanta-
geous to select a small number of individual nearby edge-on LSB galaxies and
subject them to deeper and more detailed observations. It is hoped that this
swathe of studies will shed light on, amongst other questions of galaxy evolu-
tion, as to why our LSB galaxy halo colours appear to be the most extremely
red of any investigation to date.
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6 Conclusions

In this report we seek to extend the detection of halos to the LSB galaxy
morpholgical type. We have selected a robust sample of LSB galaxies from
the SDSS, developed a stacking programme, stacked galaxies in the g, r and i
bands, searched for halos around these stacked images and finally investigated
the properties of the detected halos.

By stacking images of 970 edge-on LSB galaxies from the Main Galaxy Sam-
ple of the SDSS (DR4) we have been able to reach the surface brightness levels
of ∼ 30 mag arcsec−2 needed to detect galaxy halos. We have been able to
detect diffuse spheroidal (c/a ∼ 0.5) emission in all three bands at ∼ 2 − 4rexp

perpendicular to the plane of the disk. These results cannot be ascribed to influ-
ences from the PSF, bulges, thick disks, dust, background or any other obvious
instrumental artefact. The statistical nature of our combined images indicates
that a substantial majority of our LSB galaxies must share these detected halo
characteristics.

Investigating the colours of our halos we find extremely red excesses of r− i ∼
0.85, confirmed independently in two of our subsamples, which may have a stel-
lar origin. If composed of stars, then our detected stellar halos are redder than
but still in agreement with the colours of other halo studies of both stacked and
individual galaxies. When related to spectral evolutionary models our stellar
halo populations must have a bottom heavy IMF coupled with solar or higher
metalicities to explain the observed colours. Possible solutions may concern
first generation late M and L stars being made in the potential wells of newly
forming galaxies then collapsing to form halos earlier than the disk.

As always, future efforts are needed to shed light on our results, the most
extremely red colours of any reported red halo phenomenom study. Our group
is already in the midst of new lines of research, both regarding stacking and
individual galaxy observations with different morphologies, to further quantify
galactic halo parameters and to assess the validity of galaxy formation scenarios.
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9 Appendices

9.1 Appendix A: Navigating the Sloan survey

• Start at www.sdss.org: This is the Sloan survey (SDSS) home page.

• Home > Skyserver >: This is the base screen for all your SDSS work.

• > How to > Tutorials > Search for Data: This will give you a good basic
idea on how to construct query codes to extract the Sloan data you want.
... OR TRY...

• > Introduction to SQL > Sample SQL Queries: ... for a more advanced
taste of “real” astronomers’ queries.

• > Schema Browser > Views > Galaxy: gives you all the code syntax you
need to construct your galaxy query code.

• > CasJobs: you need to open an account, which is very convenient for
future work with your many attempts to extract SDSS images and/or
spectra.

• CasJobs > History: lets you see your previous queries

• CasJobs > Queues: lets you see how long till your query is processed.

• CASJobs > My DB: lets you download your query results in comma sep-
arated value (csv) tables (you can load these tables into Matlab with:
’uiimport’).

• > SDSS DR4 > List Tool: Allows you to paste in the ra and dec values you
copied from Matlab tables so as to view images of your CasJobs results.

• > Imaging Form Query: gets you even more parameters of the objects
you extracted from your CasJobs query.

• > Data Archive Server: This is the most important SDSS form as it allows
you to finally download images of your selected objects.

GOOD LUCK!
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9.2 Appendix B: SDSS galaxy extraction code

This SDSS extraction code using Structured Query Language (SQL) is entered
into the CAS Query screen in order to obtain lists of edge-on LSB galaxies with
specific colours.

SELECT

G.ra, G.dec, G.run, G.rerun, G.camcol, G.field,

--lists values for the right ascension, declination and also parameters

--needed later in order to get fits image files from the DAS form.

(G.petroMag_g - G.petroMag_r)as g_r, (G.petroMag_r - G.petroMag_i) as r_i,

--lists values for LSBG colours g-r and r-i

(G.petroMag_g + 2.5*0.4343*LOG(3.14*2*G.petroR50_g*G.petroR50_g)) as mu_g,

--lists values of the central half-light surface brightnesses in the g (blue) band.

G.petroMag_i, G.petroRad_i, G.expRad_i as exp_i, G.extinction_i as ext_i,

--lists parameters needed to determine the absolute magnitude, Petrosian radius

--and scale length of the LSB galaxies

(G.isoB_g/G.isoA_g) as iBA,

--lists values for the inclination of the galaxies

S.z

--lists the redshifts of the galaxies

FROM

Galaxy G, SpecObj as S

--Takes values from both the galaxy image and the spectroscopic tables

WHERE

G.ObjID=S.bestObjID

--the common column in the above two tables that allow theses tables to be joined

and (petroMag_i < 17.77)

--restricts to galaxies only within the SDSS Main Galaxy sample.

and ((G.petroMag_g - G.petroMag_r) < 0.55)

--returns only galaxies with blue g-r colours less than 0.55 magnitudes.

and (G.isoA_i > 10)

--returns only galaxies with a semi-major axis greater than 10 arcsecs

and (G.petroMag_g + 2.5*0.4343*LOG(3.14*2*G.petroR50_g*G.petroR50_g) > 23.0)

and (G.petroMag_g + 2.5*0.4343*LOG(3.14*2*G.petroR50_g*G.petroR50_g) < 25.0)

--returns only galaxies with central surface brightness between 23

--and 25 magnitudes/square arcsec.

and (G.isoB_g/G.isoA_g < 0.25)

--selects for edge-on inclinations of maximum 76 degrees to the edge-on 90 degress.

and (S.z < 0.2)

--returns only galaxies that are within the SDSS Main Galaxy sample.

--FLAGS were not used as these pipelines excluded too many viable LSBGs.
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9.3 Appendix C. List of LSB galaxies

The main catalogue of the LSB galaxies used in this project is listed below.
Tables 2, 3 and 4 contain the first 50 galaxies of Sample A, Sample B and
Sample C respectively. The complete list of 1199 LSB galaxy properties can be
found on www.astro.uu.se/∼brady/LSBGproject.
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Table 2: SAMPLE A - First 50 entries of 377 edge-on LSB galaxy magnitudes and parameters with colours g − r < 0.55

# SDSS name α (2000.0) δ (2000.0) µ50,g Mi g r i rP etro,i rexp g − r r − i (b/a), i z
degrees degrees mag/�

′′ M − 5logh mag mag mag kpc h−1 kpc h−1 mag mag
1 SDSS J153615.48-002057.5 234.060 -00.349 23.77 -15.26 17.53 ± 0.04 17.17 ± 0.06 17.12 ± 0.06 01.96 0.56 0.36 0.05 0.215 0.0100
2 SDSS J134031.78+000022.6 205.130 00.006 23.08 -16.98 16.29 ± 0.03 15.94 ± 0.12 15.86 ± 0.06 03.39 0.97 0.35 0.08 0.190 0.0123
3 SDSS J134207.86+000036.8 205.530 00.010 23.46 -17.21 17.69 ± 0.03 17.38 ± 0.05 17.18 ± 0.05 04.06 1.16 0.32 0.19 0.184 0.0252
4 SDSS J133828.50+003037.2 204.620 00.510 23.00 -17.94 16.68 ± 0.03 16.40 ± 0.03 16.20 ± 0.03 04.32 1.23 0.28 0.19 0.159 0.0225
5 SDSS J003539.66+135409.3 008.915 13.903 23.18 -19.20 17.65 ± 0.03 17.23 ± 0.03 16.93 ± 0.03 07.36 2.10 0.42 0.30 0.242 0.0561
6 SDSS J014208.39+132438.1 025.535 13.411 23.01 -17.94 17.46 ± 0.03 16.98 ± 0.02 16.61 ± 0.02 04.66 1.33 0.48 0.37 0.161 0.0270
7 SDSS J015543.50+134743.3 028.931 13.795 23.97 -18.15 17.97 ± 0.04 17.69 ± 0.04 17.51 ± 0.11 07.52 2.15 0.28 0.17 0.135 0.0452
8 SDSS J004923.00+135600.9 012.346 13.934 23.50 -17.39 18.08 ± 0.07 17.64 ± 0.04 17.52 ± 0.07 04.15 1.18 0.44 0.12 0.238 0.0321
9 SDSS J005036.28+142559.3 012.651 14.433 23.25 -18.52 17.01 ± 0.02 16.62 ± 0.02 16.27 ± 0.02 06.11 1.74 0.39 0.35 0.139 0.0303
10 SDSS J015813.03+133312.0 029.554 13.553 23.46 -16.41 17.38 ± 0.09 16.93 ± 0.08 16.88 ± 0.04 02.73 0.78 0.45 0.05 0.190 0.0151
11 SDSS J034024.02-063834.9 055.100 -06.643 23.09 -18.93 17.69 ± 0.02 17.33 ± 0.02 17.00 ± 0.03 07.26 2.07 0.37 0.33 0.226 0.0511
12 SDSS J030607.58-064406.0 046.532 -06.735 23.62 -17.91 18.01 ± 0.05 17.60 ± 0.04 17.28 ± 0.05 05.50 1.57 0.41 0.32 0.139 0.0364
13 SDSS J132302.65-031541.2 200.760 -03.262 23.20 -17.90 17.06 ± 0.02 16.57 ± 0.01 16.29 ± 0.03 05.35 1.53 0.49 0.29 0.218 0.0229
14 SDSS J131726.40-014607.0 199.360 -01.769 23.36 -18.33 17.89 ± 0.04 17.69 ± 0.03 17.46 ± 0.05 06.19 1.77 0.20 0.24 0.104 0.0478
15 SDSS J114616.98-031044.5 176.570 -03.179 23.38 -18.38 15.85 ± 0.03 15.41 ± 0.02 15.23 ± 0.06 06.18 1.77 0.44 0.18 0.128 0.0175
16 SDSS J124128.91-031513.4 190.370 -03.254 23.21 -14.51 17.28 ± 0.04 16.84 ± 0.28 16.77 ± 0.04 01.15 0.33 0.44 0.07 0.171 0.0060
17 SDSS J085039.98+003411.9 132.670 00.570 23.28 -19.03 17.17 ± 0.10 16.79 ± 0.27 16.63 ± 0.15 08.36 2.39 0.38 0.16 0.144 0.0451
18 SDSS J083313.00+511857.9 128.300 51.316 23.11 -17.33 18.04 ± 0.06 17.60 ± 0.03 17.50 ± 0.09 04.07 1.16 0.44 0.10 0.164 0.0308
19 SDSS J085509.07+560036.8 133.790 56.010 23.35 -18.71 17.66 ± 0.04 17.20 ± 0.03 16.98 ± 0.08 06.76 1.93 0.47 0.22 0.185 0.0458
20 SDSS J172325.91+583510.4 260.860 58.586 23.09 -16.95 17.93 ± 0.06 17.53 ± 0.03 17.66 ± 0.22 03.39 0.97 0.40 -0.13 0.120 0.0278
21 SDSS J075956.47+443519.2 119.990 44.589 23.11 -16.26 17.98 ± 0.03 17.64 ± 0.04 17.29 ± 0.06 03.03 0.87 0.34 0.35 0.247 0.0171
22 SDSS J142652.72+625637.9 216.720 62.944 23.34 -18.50 17.99 ± 0.06 17.53 ± 0.04 17.21 ± 0.05 05.94 1.70 0.47 0.31 0.249 0.0463
23 SDSS J085656.77+560134.3 134.240 56.026 23.27 -18.52 17.04 ± 0.03 16.78 ± 0.07 16.80 ± 0.07 06.44 1.84 0.27 -0.03 0.154 0.0386
24 SDSS J170141.59+383243.2 255.420 38.545 23.67 -17.77 18.10 ± 0.07 17.67 ± 0.10 17.36 ± 0.06 06.20 1.77 0.43 0.31 0.183 0.0354
25 SDSS J122329.97+020029.0 185.870 02.008 23.68 -14.74 16.98 ± 0.03 16.67 ± 0.04 16.64 ± 0.11 01.49 0.43 0.32 0.02 0.171 0.0063
26 SDSS J133906.46+021350.2 204.780 02.231 23.31 -19.51 18.14 ± 0.04 17.64 ± 0.03 17.27 ± 0.05 08.92 2.55 0.50 0.37 0.211 0.0754
27 SDSS J135247.90+015748.5 208.200 01.964 24.48 -15.98 16.99 ± 0.03 16.84 ± 0.03 17.20 ± 0.09 04.34 1.24 0.15 -0.36 0.117 0.0144
28 SDSS J135849.63+020210.2 209.710 02.036 23.21 -16.94 18.07 ± 0.05 17.55 ± 0.03 17.38 ± 0.05 03.20 0.91 0.52 0.17 0.172 0.0243
29 SDSS J123120.62+030729.7 187.840 03.125 23.34 -17.57 16.71 ± 0.03 16.26 ± 0.04 16.03 ± 0.05 04.23 1.21 0.44 0.24 0.189 0.0175
30 SDSS J145507.06+033634.4 223.780 03.610 23.09 -18.44 17.89 ± 0.03 17.41 ± 0.02 17.19 ± 0.04 05.17 1.48 0.48 0.22 0.158 0.0444
31 SDSS J141907.73+052301.7 214.780 05.384 23.25 -17.99 17.02 ± 0.02 16.58 ± 0.02 16.34 ± 0.03 05.11 1.46 0.44 0.24 0.180 0.0246
32 SDSS J230359.72-084744.1 346.000 -08.796 23.40 -18.53 16.39 ± 0.03 15.95 ± 0.14 15.75 ± 0.07 07.02 2.01 0.43 0.21 0.122 0.0239
33 SDSS J214439.45-064122.7 326.160 -06.690 23.32 -17.57 15.36 ± 0.02 15.00 ± 0.24 14.87 ± 0.03 04.40 1.26 0.36 0.12 0.109 0.0102
34 SDSS J003327.76-110612.3 008.366 -11.103 23.54 -18.62 17.43 ± 0.04 17.02 ± 0.10 16.66 ± 0.04 07.39 2.11 0.42 0.36 0.164 0.0379
35 SDSS J012731.32-102347.1 021.881 -10.396 23.72 -17.47 17.50 ± 0.05 17.02 ± 0.04 16.76 ± 0.05 05.10 1.46 0.48 0.26 0.126 0.0234
36 SDSS J021938.08-092917.2 034.909 -09.488 23.01 -17.60 17.87 ± 0.02 17.61 ± 0.03 17.40 ± 0.05 03.97 1.14 0.27 0.21 0.233 0.0333
37 SDSS J004044.65-101712.1 010.186 -10.287 23.60 -19.08 17.98 ± 0.05 17.52 ± 0.03 17.14 ± 0.05 08.88 2.54 0.46 0.39 0.208 0.0584
38 SDSS J022742.94-085054.2 036.929 -08.848 23.22 -18.66 17.43 ± 0.02 17.01 ± 0.03 16.74 ± 0.05 06.30 1.80 0.43 0.27 0.193 0.0399
39 SDSS J000530.43-095701.2 001.377 -09.950 23.49 -19.22 17.68 ± 0.04 17.20 ± 0.03 16.87 ± 0.04 08.14 2.32 0.48 0.33 0.219 0.0550
40 SDSS J003947.59-094810.9 009.948 -09.803 23.27 -18.56 18.19 ± 0.04 17.77 ± 0.04 17.44 ± 0.05 06.06 1.73 0.41 0.33 0.185 0.0528
41 SDSS J122932.69+005022.3 187.390 00.840 23.60 -15.24 16.65 ± 0.02 16.33 ± 0.08 16.55 ± 0.09 02.05 0.59 0.32 -0.22 0.247 0.0076
42 SDSS J011523.09+153150.3 018.846 15.531 23.03 -18.92 17.89 ± 0.03 17.57 ± 0.05 17.27 ± 0.03 06.24 1.78 0.31 0.31 0.231 0.0577
43 SDSS J013838.86+134304.2 024.662 13.718 23.81 -17.14 17.76 ± 0.04 17.27 ± 0.28 17.09 ± 0.06 04.32 1.23 0.48 0.18 0.243 0.0234
44 SDSS J012645.33+143728.9 021.689 14.625 23.10 -17.37 17.33 ± 0.03 16.93 ± 0.06 16.70 ± 0.04 04.10 1.17 0.40 0.24 0.226 0.0216
45 SDSS J012049.66+151818.3 020.207 15.305 23.11 -18.12 17.17 ± 0.02 16.81 ± 0.08 16.57 ± 0.04 04.70 1.34 0.36 0.25 0.243 0.0288
46 SDSS J131911.61-030053.7 199.800 -03.015 23.11 -16.90 17.82 ± 0.03 17.44 ± 0.03 17.26 ± 0.05 02.98 0.85 0.38 0.18 0.246 0.0226
47 SDSS J122951.85-023835.6 187.470 -02.643 23.01 -19.17 17.94 ± 0.02 17.56 ± 0.03 17.23 ± 0.03 07.62 2.18 0.38 0.32 0.227 0.0636
48 SDSS J112320.47-030750.7 170.840 -03.131 23.20 -15.73 17.11 ± 0.02 16.66 ± 0.05 16.51 ± 0.03 01.82 0.52 0.45 0.16 0.222 0.0094
49 SDSS J122356.92-012958.9 185.990 -01.500 23.64 -17.08 17.67 ± 0.03 17.38 ± 0.04 17.30 ± 0.06 04.50 1.29 0.29 0.08 0.193 0.0251
50 SDSS J075252.86+394917.9 118.220 39.822 23.08 -18.29 17.73 ± 0.03 17.42 ± 0.12 17.17 ± 0.03 05.15 1.47 0.31 0.25 0.154 0.0412
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Table 3: SAMPLE B - First 50 entries of 436 edge-on LSB galaxy magnitudes and parameters with colours 0.55 < g − r < 0.75

# SDSS name α (2000.0) δ (2000.0) µ50,g Mi g r i rP etro,i rexp g − r r − i (b/a), i z
degrees degrees mag/�

′′ M − 5logh mag mag mag kpc h−1 kpc h−1 mag mag
1 SDSS J124022.36-004128.0 190.090 -00.6911 23.17 -19.62 18.08 ± 0.04 17.46 ± 0.18 17.06 ± 0.03 08.11 2.32 0.62 0.41 0.212 0.0720
2 SDSS J131203.36-004419.1 198.010 -00.7387 23.35 -20.01 18.12 ± 0.05 17.49 ± 0.26 17.05 ± 0.03 09.92 2.83 0.63 0.44 0.245 0.0859
3 SDSS J115924.39-002439.4 179.850 -00.4110 23.75 -19.42 17.38 ± 0.07 16.67 ± 0.02 16.35 ± 0.08 09.75 2.79 0.71 0.33 0.193 0.0474
4 SDSS J153528.07-002454.4 233.870 -00.4151 23.41 -19.34 18.04 ± 0.04 17.44 ± 0.05 17.16 ± 0.03 06.19 1.77 0.60 0.27 0.128 0.0665
5 SDSS J125405.37+001031.0 193.520 00.1753 23.46 -18.43 16.82 ± 0.02 16.16 ± 0.04 15.72 ± 0.02 05.37 1.53 0.66 0.44 0.178 0.0226
6 SDSS J140758.12+000649.9 211.990 00.1139 23.21 -17.47 17.81 ± 0.03 17.16 ± 0.03 16.96 ± 0.06 03.41 0.97 0.65 0.20 0.187 0.0256
7 SDSS J124431.62+005121.2 191.130 00.8559 23.08 -19.72 17.77 ± 0.03 17.04 ± 0.02 16.71 ± 0.03 08.05 2.30 0.73 0.34 0.214 0.0642
8 SDSS J012337.07+143326.2 020.904 14.5570 23.43 -18.99 17.87 ± 0.03 17.28 ± 0.06 16.92 ± 0.03 06.76 1.93 0.59 0.35 0.175 0.0508
9 SDSS J020627.68+133952.6 031.615 13.6650 23.42 -19.35 16.46 ± 0.03 15.83 ± 0.04 15.44 ± 0.02 08.09 2.31 0.63 0.39 0.149 0.0302
10 SDSS J011814.68+150555.5 019.561 15.0990 23.21 -20.63 16.42 ± 0.25 15.83 ± 0.54 15.42 ± 0.18 10.85 3.10 0.59 0.41 0.139 0.0541
11 SDSS J015950.81+130310.6 029.962 13.0530 23.34 -19.35 17.19 ± 0.04 16.68 ± 0.22 16.28 ± 0.03 08.29 2.37 0.51 0.41 0.137 0.0444
12 SDSS J024151.57-072107.6 040.465 -07.3521 23.36 -18.47 18.04 ± 0.03 17.51 ± 0.04 17.13 ± 0.05 06.60 1.88 0.54 0.38 0.144 0.0440
13 SDSS J132309.34-025235.3 200.790 -02.8765 23.06 -19.67 18.15 ± 0.03 17.50 ± 0.04 17.12 ± 0.03 07.37 2.10 0.65 0.37 0.234 0.0760
14 SDSS J121927.04-022947.6 184.860 -02.4966 23.39 -18.75 17.92 ± 0.05 17.40 ± 0.05 16.96 ± 0.03 07.49 2.14 0.52 0.44 0.155 0.0461
15 SDSS J115727.09-013542.9 179.360 -01.5953 23.12 -19.25 18.03 ± 0.05 17.48 ± 0.31 17.19 ± 0.04 07.24 2.07 0.55 0.30 0.195 0.0647
16 SDSS J093008.57-003809.5 142.540 -00.6360 23.27 -21.22 16.54 ± 0.02 15.88 ± 0.08 15.41 ± 0.02 17.08 4.88 0.66 0.47 0.157 0.0708
17 SDSS J085153.64+003518.9 132.970 00.5886 23.13 -18.48 18.31 ± 0.09 17.74 ± 0.07 17.46 ± 0.04 03.64 1.04 0.57 0.29 0.230 0.0512
18 SDSS J081852.80+472655.1 124.720 47.4490 24.02 -18.94 17.65 ± 0.09 17.09 ± 0.07 16.67 ± 0.06 09.06 2.59 0.56 0.42 0.113 0.0440
19 SDSS J085550.97+544859.9 133.960 54.8170 23.81 -20.58 18.32 ± 0.04 17.61 ± 0.03 17.16 ± 0.03 15.11 4.32 0.71 0.45 0.225 0.1174
20 SDSS J102608.60+623243.2 156.540 62.5450 23.70 -18.47 18.06 ± 0.04 17.41 ± 0.15 17.03 ± 0.04 06.15 1.76 0.66 0.38 0.246 0.0420
21 SDSS J102204.71+622938.7 155.520 62.4940 23.45 -18.95 17.96 ± 0.06 17.23 ± 0.09 16.89 ± 0.09 08.23 2.35 0.74 0.34 0.153 0.0489
22 SDSS J165333.45+623914.5 253.390 62.6540 23.60 -19.49 17.40 ± 0.05 16.87 ± 0.24 16.49 ± 0.03 10.30 2.94 0.53 0.39 0.132 0.0523
23 SDSS J084705.53+541138.8 131.770 54.1940 23.09 -18.25 18.08 ± 0.04 17.52 ± 0.05 17.25 ± 0.04 04.25 1.22 0.56 0.27 0.240 0.0420
24 SDSS J090343.62+564009.8 135.930 56.6690 23.09 -19.62 17.89 ± 0.03 17.23 ± 0.02 16.91 ± 0.04 08.27 2.36 0.67 0.32 0.211 0.0675
25 SDSS J120755.22+664428.4 181.980 66.7410 23.22 -19.06 18.28 ± 0.05 17.63 ± 0.05 17.10 ± 0.07 07.06 2.02 0.66 0.52 0.245 0.0571
26 SDSS J074525.90+430352.4 116.360 43.0650 23.27 -18.31 17.76 ± 0.03 17.19 ± 0.04 16.93 ± 0.05 05.45 1.56 0.57 0.26 0.186 0.0372
27 SDSS J084122.49+554422.4 130.340 55.7400 23.12 -19.50 18.13 ± 0.03 17.56 ± 0.04 17.11 ± 0.03 07.54 2.15 0.57 0.45 0.230 0.0699
28 SDSS J113228.86+674715.3 173.120 67.7880 23.72 -18.85 18.38 ± 0.06 17.75 ± 0.05 17.21 ± 0.04 07.73 2.21 0.62 0.54 0.138 0.0542
29 SDSS J083013.94+532839.3 127.560 53.4780 23.68 -18.97 18.09 ± 0.12 17.43 ± 0.14 17.44 ± 0.29 07.83 2.24 0.66 -0.01 0.134 0.0638
30 SDSS J170144.90+402854.0 255.440 40.4820 23.59 -19.34 17.82 ± 0.03 17.24 ± 0.09 16.94 ± 0.06 10.55 3.01 0.59 0.30 0.157 0.0601
31 SDSS J150436.25+020923.3 226.150 02.1565 23.31 -19.63 17.05 ± 0.02 16.40 ± 0.01 15.94 ± 0.02 08.76 2.50 0.65 0.46 0.157 0.0433
32 SDSS J115957.82+014752.9 179.990 01.7980 23.12 -19.65 18.27 ± 0.04 17.61 ± 0.10 17.21 ± 0.04 08.21 2.35 0.66 0.41 0.199 0.0786
33 SDSS J104527.27+022544.6 161.360 02.4291 23.25 -19.11 18.04 ± 0.06 17.38 ± 0.04 16.96 ± 0.03 06.16 1.76 0.66 0.42 0.186 0.0546
34 SDSS J085523.20+021128.7 133.850 02.1913 23.24 -18.93 18.05 ± 0.04 17.41 ± 0.07 17.01 ± 0.04 06.02 1.72 0.65 0.40 0.227 0.0513
35 SDSS J132757.71+025548.2 201.990 02.9301 23.67 -18.59 18.13 ± 0.05 17.57 ± 0.13 17.22 ± 0.08 08.50 2.43 0.56 0.35 0.210 0.0484
36 SDSS J132652.37+031649.1 201.720 03.2803 23.31 -18.38 17.77 ± 0.33 17.20 ± 0.20 16.82 ± 0.19 05.21 1.49 0.56 0.38 0.187 0.0366
37 SDSS J155031.13+032911.1 237.630 03.4864 23.00 -20.18 18.06 ± 0.03 17.54 ± 0.03 17.12 ± 0.03 08.67 2.48 0.51 0.42 0.238 0.0961
38 SDSS J145313.12+044852.2 223.300 04.8145 23.62 -20.57 17.57 ± 0.09 16.95 ± 0.13 16.48 ± 0.03 10.60 3.03 0.62 0.47 0.241 0.0855
39 SDSS J210041.63-064034.5 315.170 -06.6763 23.64 -20.05 18.39 ± 0.07 17.73 ± 0.06 17.32 ± 0.07 11.20 3.20 0.66 0.41 0.136 0.0993
40 SDSS J223916.23-075905.0 339.820 -07.9847 23.26 -19.02 18.11 ± 0.09 17.48 ± 0.38 17.03 ± 0.08 06.18 1.77 0.63 0.45 0.237 0.0538
41 SDSS J225357.82-081113.3 343.490 -08.1871 23.65 -20.84 17.54 ± 0.06 16.92 ± 0.12 16.46 ± 0.02 16.50 4.71 0.63 0.46 0.179 0.0959
42 SDSS J230829.03-082641.7 347.120 -08.4449 23.30 -19.45 16.93 ± 0.04 16.40 ± 0.05 16.12 ± 0.04 08.11 2.32 0.53 0.28 0.170 0.0432
43 SDSS J231515.07-082622.5 348.810 -08.4396 23.37 -19.36 18.07 ± 0.04 17.46 ± 0.03 17.06 ± 0.03 07.75 2.21 0.61 0.40 0.221 0.0640
44 SDSS J003527.86-104639.8 008.866 -10.7780 23.04 -18.78 16.15 ± 0.03 15.45 ± 0.06 15.10 ± 0.03 05.53 1.58 0.71 0.34 0.214 0.0199
45 SDSS J002710.54-101920.3 006.794 -10.3220 23.08 -20.68 16.12 ± 0.03 15.45 ± 0.04 15.12 ± 0.03 12.93 3.69 0.68 0.32 0.138 0.0481
46 SDSS J211651.60-074105.6 319.220 -07.6849 23.52 -19.46 17.64 ± 0.04 17.15 ± 0.02 16.76 ± 0.03 07.87 2.25 0.48 0.39 0.170 0.0586
47 SDSS J215111.12-084122.1 327.800 -08.6895 23.38 -19.78 18.08 ± 0.04 17.37 ± 0.03 16.95 ± 0.04 08.83 2.52 0.71 0.42 0.228 0.0739
48 SDSS J211959.65-063158.4 320.000 -06.5329 23.56 -19.72 16.85 ± 0.03 16.28 ± 0.02 15.93 ± 0.03 09.16 2.62 0.57 0.35 0.161 0.0450
49 SDSS J212422.30+095333.3 321.090 09.8926 23.21 -18.38 17.22 ± 0.26 16.56 ± 0.17 16.31 ± 0.20 04.80 1.37 0.66 0.25 0.223 0.0288
50 SDSS J213309.88+101547.5 323.290 10.2630 23.38 -19.68 18.18 ± 0.04 17.56 ± 0.03 17.15 ± 0.04 08.93 2.55 0.62 0.41 0.146 0.0775
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Table 4: SAMPLE C - First 50 entries of 386 edge-on LSB galaxy magnitudes and parameters with colours 0.75 < g − r < 1.0

# SDSS name α (2000.0) δ (2000.0) µ50,g Mi g r i rP etro,i rexp g − r r − i (b/a), i z
degrees degrees mag/�

′′ M − 5logh mag mag mag kpc h−1 kpc h−1 mag mag
1 SDSS J155124.37-003907.1 237.8500 -00.65199 23.63 -20.00 17.87 ± 0.03 17.21 ± 0.05 16.84 ± 0.05 11.06 03.16 0.67 0.37 0.158 0.0777
2 SDSS J110335.48-001552.8 165.9000 -00.26469 23.12 -20.85 17.45 ± 0.02 16.61 ± 0.01 16.14 ± 0.02 14.15 04.04 0.85 0.47 0.210 0.0836
3 SDSS J123221.39-001700.0 188.0900 -00.28336 23.67 -20.94 17.88 ± 0.04 17.10 ± 0.13 16.66 ± 0.03 15.85 04.53 0.78 0.44 0.215 0.1102
4 SDSS J110230.79+005236.7 165.6300 00.87687 23.09 -19.85 16.81 ± 0.02 15.96 ± 0.03 15.49 ± 0.01 08.30 02.37 0.85 0.46 0.184 0.0391
5 SDSS J012953.52+135631.3 022.4730 13.94200 23.66 -19.18 18.16 ± 0.04 17.40 ± 0.02 17.05 ± 0.04 07.93 02.26 0.76 0.35 0.206 0.0588
6 SDSS J002859.79+155814.0 007.2491 15.97100 23.08 -21.93 16.08 ± 0.01 15.39 ± 0.05 14.97 ± 0.05 19.71 05.63 0.70 0.41 0.173 0.0802
7 SDSS J021059.28+122144.6 032.7470 12.36200 23.30 -19.74 17.04 ± 0.03 16.30 ± 0.05 15.91 ± 0.03 06.43 01.84 0.74 0.39 0.243 0.0449
8 SDSS J030506.79-082558.4 046.2780 -08.43290 23.64 -18.37 17.66 ± 0.05 16.93 ± 0.09 16.60 ± 0.04 05.72 01.63 0.73 0.33 0.138 0.0329
9 SDSS J033356.10-073535.6 053.4840 -07.59320 23.29 -19.37 18.44 ± 0.05 17.64 ± 0.05 17.25 ± 0.03 06.38 01.82 0.81 0.39 0.243 0.0701
10 SDSS J034250.12-055833.5 055.7090 -05.97600 23.23 -19.51 18.38 ± 0.06 17.52 ± 0.03 17.08 ± 0.03 08.18 02.34 0.85 0.45 0.181 0.0691
11 SDSS J130905.03-022627.5 197.2700 -02.44100 23.67 -20.49 18.43 ± 0.05 17.61 ± 0.03 17.18 ± 0.04 12.82 03.66 0.82 0.43 0.170 0.1137
12 SDSS J084902.23+002519.4 132.2600 00.42206 23.05 -20.49 18.23 ± 0.06 17.31 ± 0.05 16.89 ± 0.03 08.34 02.38 0.92 0.42 0.196 0.0995
13 SDSS J082707.66+495417.9 126.7800 49.90500 23.16 -19.58 18.17 ± 0.05 17.42 ± 0.11 17.20 ± 0.07 07.80 02.23 0.75 0.22 0.168 0.0758
14 SDSS J083900.79+553155.1 129.7500 55.53200 23.89 -18.68 17.99 ± 0.05 17.21 ± 0.17 16.89 ± 0.05 07.64 02.18 0.78 0.32 0.162 0.0434
15 SDSS J171320.48+630405.5 258.3400 63.06800 23.17 -20.43 17.58 ± 0.05 16.66 ± 0.13 16.21 ± 0.02 10.44 02.98 0.92 0.45 0.205 0.0709
16 SDSS J081104.16+493500.8 122.7700 49.58400 23.24 -20.49 17.40 ± 0.04 16.65 ± 0.08 16.30 ± 0.04 10.92 03.12 0.75 0.35 0.173 0.0760
17 SDSS J095228.81+615253.4 148.1200 61.88200 23.55 -20.02 18.01 ± 0.18 17.26 ± 0.09 16.71 ± 0.08 09.12 02.60 0.75 0.55 0.232 0.0741
18 SDSS J122105.00+665715.7 185.2700 66.95400 23.92 -21.03 18.46 ± 0.04 17.66 ± 0.03 17.13 ± 0.04 19.73 05.64 0.80 0.53 0.234 0.1427
19 SDSS J151635.66+592507.1 229.1500 59.41900 23.13 -20.87 18.57 ± 0.06 17.70 ± 0.06 17.31 ± 0.03 10.90 03.11 0.87 0.39 0.245 0.1437
20 SDSS J101748.46+644505.1 154.4500 64.75100 23.58 -20.49 18.60 ± 0.05 17.68 ± 0.07 17.18 ± 0.03 12.10 03.46 0.92 0.50 0.203 0.1142
21 SDSS J142413.94+020309.6 216.0600 02.05270 23.25 -19.77 18.54 ± 0.08 17.73 ± 0.06 17.29 ± 0.04 07.76 02.22 0.81 0.44 0.184 0.0858
22 SDSS J141446.93+025731.2 213.7000 02.95870 23.13 -20.40 17.98 ± 0.17 17.10 ± 0.15 16.62 ± 0.15 09.74 02.78 0.87 0.48 0.196 0.0846
23 SDSS J101432.87+011943.2 153.6400 01.32870 23.21 -20.65 17.22 ± 0.02 16.51 ± 0.02 16.01 ± 0.03 12.67 03.62 0.71 0.50 0.139 0.0716
24 SDSS J092353.77+014912.2 140.9700 01.82010 23.42 -18.95 18.44 ± 0.04 17.69 ± 0.06 17.20 ± 0.03 06.33 01.81 0.75 0.49 0.143 0.0565
25 SDSS J094801.01+020111.2 147.0000 02.01980 23.01 -19.87 16.36 ± 0.02 15.63 ± 0.03 15.28 ± 0.03 07.64 02.18 0.73 0.36 0.222 0.0356
26 SDSS J091239.27+021302.4 138.1600 02.21730 23.26 -19.94 17.38 ± 0.17 16.63 ± 0.54 16.19 ± 0.15 10.75 03.07 0.75 0.44 0.222 0.0560
27 SDSS J145220.20+022352.1 223.0800 02.39780 23.81 -21.16 17.82 ± 0.05 16.94 ± 0.03 16.49 ± 0.04 21.14 06.04 0.88 0.45 0.181 0.1129
28 SDSS J104354.40+031605.7 160.9800 03.26830 23.47 -20.63 18.45 ± 0.08 17.68 ± 0.11 17.20 ± 0.08 11.08 03.16 0.78 0.48 0.236 0.1222
29 SDSS J110739.95+031701.4 166.9200 03.28370 23.35 -19.20 18.34 ± 0.17 17.55 ± 0.14 17.07 ± 0.13 05.90 01.69 0.79 0.48 0.190 0.0597
30 SDSS J221006.65-071357.3 332.5300 -07.23260 23.31 -19.95 18.11 ± 0.04 17.37 ± 0.03 16.97 ± 0.03 08.04 02.30 0.74 0.40 0.219 0.0809
31 SDSS J224612.75-075819.4 341.5500 -07.97210 23.20 -19.85 18.31 ± 0.05 17.43 ± 0.02 16.97 ± 0.03 09.65 02.76 0.88 0.47 0.164 0.0770
32 SDSS J233511.73-105238.4 353.8000 -10.87700 23.46 -20.00 18.50 ± 0.06 17.65 ± 0.05 17.35 ± 0.06 10.84 03.10 0.85 0.30 0.175 0.0984
33 SDSS J235418.24-101349.5 358.5800 -10.23000 23.20 -20.46 17.50 ± 0.04 16.76 ± 0.09 16.38 ± 0.04 12.88 03.68 0.73 0.39 0.202 0.0775
34 SDSS J235326.38-101549.1 358.3600 -10.26400 23.69 -19.66 18.27 ± 0.06 17.43 ± 0.07 17.09 ± 0.09 09.03 02.58 0.84 0.34 0.198 0.0749
35 SDSS J013657.67-091835.2 024.2400 -09.30980 23.54 -20.65 18.35 ± 0.06 17.46 ± 0.05 17.02 ± 0.04 12.41 03.55 0.89 0.44 0.233 0.1142
36 SDSS J233927.63-085704.5 354.8700 -08.95130 23.67 -20.86 18.19 ± 0.04 17.40 ± 0.03 16.98 ± 0.04 16.61 04.74 0.79 0.43 0.219 0.1228
37 SDSS J005752.98-085658.7 014.4710 -08.94970 23.17 -20.49 18.44 ± 0.05 17.50 ± 0.07 17.02 ± 0.04 10.27 02.94 0.93 0.49 0.202 0.1056
38 SDSS J025012.47-070505.6 042.5520 -07.08490 23.03 -19.80 18.09 ± 0.03 17.29 ± 0.03 16.89 ± 0.02 07.08 02.02 0.80 0.40 0.249 0.0725
39 SDSS J210022.16-062115.4 315.0900 -06.35430 23.17 -20.02 18.28 ± 0.04 17.41 ± 0.09 16.89 ± 0.03 08.15 02.33 0.87 0.52 0.127 0.0801
40 SDSS J213725.24-070856.6 324.3600 -07.14910 23.32 -19.51 17.47 ± 0.04 16.74 ± 0.16 16.50 ± 0.09 08.53 02.44 0.72 0.24 0.155 0.0530
41 SDSS J234701.65+151211.6 356.7600 15.20300 23.75 -19.42 18.24 ± 0.07 17.47 ± 0.06 17.08 ± 0.03 08.80 02.52 0.77 0.39 0.138 0.0666
42 SDSS J235345.89-093919.8 358.4400 -09.65550 23.05 -20.54 17.55 ± 0.03 16.70 ± 0.02 16.22 ± 0.02 10.14 02.90 0.85 0.48 0.211 0.0749
43 SDSS J010500.31-090058.2 016.2510 -09.01620 23.44 -19.31 17.88 ± 0.04 17.08 ± 0.04 16.75 ± 0.06 07.72 02.20 0.80 0.34 0.175 0.0541
44 SDSS J103933.45+015006.1 159.8900 01.83500 23.29 -19.63 18.36 ± 0.04 17.47 ± 0.03 17.06 ± 0.03 08.15 02.33 0.89 0.41 0.234 0.0725
45 SDSS J111249.18+015227.0 168.2000 01.87420 23.42 -19.91 18.23 ± 0.04 17.49 ± 0.02 16.99 ± 0.03 08.66 02.47 0.75 0.49 0.216 0.0800
46 SDSS J103723.06+020356.2 159.3500 02.06560 23.26 -19.59 18.23 ± 0.04 17.51 ± 0.02 17.10 ± 0.03 09.17 02.62 0.72 0.41 0.208 0.0727
47 SDSS J211959.65-063158.4 165.7300 04.35300 23.94 -21.26 18.29 ± 0.07 17.43 ± 0.03 16.94 ± 0.02 20.10 05.74 0.86 0.50 0.208 0.1454
48 SDSS J212422.30+095333.3 136.5700 03.51050 23.52 -19.78 18.04 ± 0.04 17.31 ± 0.02 16.88 ± 0.05 09.59 02.74 0.73 0.44 0.233 0.0714
49 SDSS J213309.88+101547.5 138.8000 03.52160 23.50 -19.92 18.39 ± 0.03 17.61 ± 0.07 17.20 ± 0.03 09.07 02.59 0.79 0.41 0.192 0.0882
50 SDSS J221812.75+125006.7 146.4300 52.43300 23.31 -19.16 18.40 ± 0.04 17.63 ± 0.03 17.24 ± 0.05 06.24 01.78 0.77 0.39 0.198 0.0637
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9.4 Appendix D: Preparing for stacking instructions

These instructions list all the steps neeeded in the pre-stacking process and in
completing the after stacking analysis.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

TO PREPARE FOR THE STACKING OF THE g, r or i FILES

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

***SEE THE COPY_i, COPY_r & COPY_g files to make the copying (somewhat) easier.

Copy the following files to your new directory:

paramsoutput1.param & configfile1.sex & configfile2.sex & mask.bdf

Then look in these "sex" files and change any directory references

to the current directory.

Also copy the centab.tbl and boxes.tbl files into your current directory Also copy across

Also copy across the polar.bdf and the disk.bdf.

Check that skyfix.prg and makepd.prg are copied into your current directory

Check that lump3p.prg, lump3d.prg and lump3.exe are copied into

your current directory

Check that your Terminal window and Console window are both based

in your current directory.

Look for a file containing run,rerun,camcol,filter,field in comma

seperated values (eg. LSBG34rrecrf.csv) or copy and adjust it accordingly

eg. change the filter letter.

Copy this file to a ’new file’, take away all the commas, put in

spaces instead (check that for any double files that the second one

has the last three numbers changed to 999) and name it fieldlist:

> cp ’new file’ fieldlist

Make sure there is a blank line at the bottom of this list.

Create a list of the fitsfiles

Make sure all the fpC files are downloaded into the current directory.

> ls fpC*.fit > fitslist

Make sure there is a blank line at the bottom of this list.

Create a list of the tsffiles

Make sure all the tsF files are downloaded into the current directory.

> ls tsF*.fit > tsflist

Make sure there is a blank line at the bottom of this list.

**FIRST: Check that the number of rows in ’headerdata’ equals that

in the fieldlist, fitslist and tsflist!!!

***(If not use eg.:LSBG45radec1 to download again)

***Also check that all commas in ’headerdata’ are replaced with spaces.
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Run the FORTRAN programme: sortfiles (it should be copied into in

the directory you are working in) that produces the files sortfpc

and sorttsf:

> sortfiles

Then

> cp sortfpc fitslist.cat

> cp sortfpc bdflist.cat

> cp sorttsf tsflist.cat

> cp sorttsf tbllist.cat

Open tbllist.cat in the editor and change .fit to .tbl

> nedit tbllist.cat &

Open bdflist.cat in the editor and delete the .fit on the end of

each file

> nedit bdflist.cat &

Watch out for extra space at the start of each row in the .cat

lists.

Use the editor to correct if necessary.

eg. > nedit fitslist.cat &

edit...select all

search...replace... string to find:’ fpC’

... replace with:’fpC’

... then Replace all in: Window

save and exit

> nedit tsflist.cat &

> nedit fitslist.cat &

Make sure you have the ascii file fitsformat.fmt containing the

single row:

def/field 1 22 C :name

Make MIDAS table from fitslist.cat to be used in the headerinfo programme

MIDAS> cre/tab fitslist 1 10 fitslist.cat fitsformat.fmt

Make sure you have the ASCII file tsfformat.fmt copied into your

current directory.

Make MIDAS table from tsflist.cat using the tsfformat.fmt file with

the single row:

def/field 1 24 C :name

MIDAS> cre/tab tsflist 1 10 tsflist.cat tsfformat.fmt

Make sure you have the ascii file bdfformat.fmt containing the

single row:

def/field 1 18 C :name

Make MIDAS table from bdflist.cat to be used in the headerinfo
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programme

MIDAS> cre/tab bdflist 1 10 bdflist.cat bdfformat.fmt

The data to be put into each fits file header should be stored in

a file called ’headerdata’ (with 31 columns of data).

[NOTE: Header data must come from DR4 for this fix programme,

DR5 now has eg. ’rowc’ in alphabetical order, please check!]

See that it and the headerinfo.pgr programme is copied into your

current directory.

Check the headerinfo programme that:

1. the number of fits images at the very end of the programme

is ONE MORE than the number of fits files used,

2. the number of filters in the middle of the programme is

correct

eg. if u and g files are used then change the number to 2.

Then make a MIDAS-table from the ASCII file headerdata.

MIDAS> cre/tab headerdata 31 1 headerdata

Then attach the headerinfo to each fits file:

[To stop the programme running push the Control and C buttons at

the same time]

MIDAS> @@ headerinfo

Import the fits fpC files to MIDAS image files(.bdf format)

MIDAS> indi/fits fitslist.cat bdflist.cat

Import the fits tsField files to MIDAS table files (.tbl format)

MIDAS> indi/fits tsflist.cat tbllist.cat

-------------------------------------------------------------

RUN THE STACKING PROGRAMME

-------------------------------------------------------------

Check first that the LAB numbers are cahnged to 3 for the g-images,

4 for the r-images and 5 for the i-images.

So in the fix_r programme this should be:

aa = m$value(aa,:LAB004,@1) kk = m$value(kk,:LAB004,@1)

airmass = m$value(airmass,:LAB004,@1)

Check second that the number of files to be stacked is correct

(look for this number towards the beginning of the fix programme).

eg.: totnimages = 138
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nchunk = 50

chunkn = nchunk

Run the latest and correct band (g,r or i)fix programme.

For example for the i files:

MIDAS> @@ fix_i

-------------------------------------------------------------

BEGIN THE STACKED IMAGE ANALYSIS

-------------------------------------------------------------

To read the skyfix tables with the background error values then:

MIDAS> read/tab skymedian.tbl

Then use fit/ell2 or fit/ell3 to obtain the ellipse data of the

image

MIDAS> set/cont surfphot

e.g.

MIDAS> fit/ell3 stacked_medi_fg1 stacked_medi_fe3 ? 0,0 1.e-14,1.e-12

which makes fits within the isophote range 1.e-14 to 1.e-12 with log. steps

(0.01 for default)

OR try:

MIDAS> fit/ell2 stacked_medi_fg1 0 20

9.e-15,4.e-14,9.e-14,4.e-13,9.e-13,4.e-12,9.e-12,4.e-11,9.e-11,4.e-10 0,0 150 0

MIDAS> fit/ell2 stacked_medi_fg1 0 20

2.e-14,6.e-14,2.e-13,6.e-13,2.e-12,6.e-12,2.e-11,6.e-11,2.e-10,6.e-10 0,0 150 0

MIDAS> fit/ell2 stacked_medi_fg1 0 20

1.e-14,5.e-14,1.e-13,5.e-13,1.e-12,5.e-12,1.e-11,5.e-11,1.e-10,5.e-10 0,0 150 0

To put the data into an ascii-table you have to copy and paste the

output to any asciifile

To save a colour image in postscript (.ps) format (eg. rotated.bdf)

of the stacked galaxies:

MIDAS> crea/disp

MIDAS> loa/itt neglog

MIDAS> loa/lut heat

MIDAS> load/image rotated.bdf

MIDAS> get/lut heat

MIDAS> copy/pscr rotated.bdf rotated.bdf ENn p6=heat.lut

To save a graph in postscript (.ps) format (with e.g.

stacked_medi_fg):

MIDAS> cre/graph

MIDAS> plot/cont stacked_medi_fg

[’xboxstart’,’yboxstart’:’xboxend’,’yboxend’] ?

.45e-12,5.e-12,1.e-11,2.e-11,4.e-11,8.e-11,16.e-11,32.e-11,64.e-11

ltype=1
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MIDAS> assi/grap postscript.p

MIDAS> set/grap frame=sq

MIDAS> plot/cont stacked_medi_fg

[’xboxstart’,’yboxstart’:’xboxend’,’yboxend’] ?

.45e-12,5.e-12,1.e-11,2.e-11,4.e-11,8.e-11,16.e-11,32.e-11,64.e-11

ltype=1

MIDAS> $mv postscript.ps stacked_medi_fg.ps

To convert pixel-based-isophotes to magnitude-based-isophotes then

use:

I = (pixel intensity)^-2 then mag/(arcsec)^2 = -2.5 log (I)

mag = -2.5 log10 (F/arcsec2) x 1/(0.396)^2

So...

32 => 2.49e-14

31.5 => 3.94e-14

31 => 6.94e-14

30.5 => 9.89e-14

30 => 1.57e-13

29.5 => 2.49e-13

29 => 3.94e-13

28.5 => 6.94e-13

28 => 9.89e-13

27.5 => 1.57e-12

27 => 2.49e-12

26.5 => 3.94e-12

26 => 6.94e-12

25.5 => 9.89e-12

25 => 1.57e-11

24.5 => 2.49e-11

24 => 3.94e-11

23.5 => 6.94e-11

23 => 9.89e-11

22.5 => 1.57e-10

22 => 2.49e-10

21.5 => 3.94e-10

21 => 6.94e-10

20.5 => 9.89e-10

20 => 1.57e-09

Hence to plot a postscript graph with isophotes of 30,29,28,26,24

and 22 mags (as in the r contour plot) then proceed as below.....

Midas> cre/graph

Midas> set/grap pmode=0

Midas> set/grap frame=sq

Midas> plot/cont stacked_medi_fg [-250,-250:250,250] ?

1.57e-13,3.94e-13,9.89e-13,6.94e-12,3.94e-11,2.49e-10 ltype=1

Midas> assi/grap postscript.p

Midas> plot/cont stacked_medi_fg [-250,-250:250,250] ?
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1.57e-13,3.94e-13,9.89e-13,6.94e-12,3.94e-11,2.49e-10 ltype=1

And for the g contour plot:

Midas> plot/cont stacked_medi_fg1 [-250,-250:250,250] ?

1.57e-13,3.94e-13,9.89e-13,6.94e-12,3.94e-11,9.89e-11 ltype=1

And for the i contour plot

Midas> plot/cont stacked_medi_fg1 [-250,-250:250,250] ?

2.49e-13,6.94e-13,1.57e-12,9.89e-12,6.94e-11,3.94e-10 ltype=1

------

To change contour plots from arcsecs to pixels:

Midas> rea/desc stacked_medi_fg

Midas> $cp stacked_medi_fg.bdf stacked_medi_fg1.bdf

Midas> wri/desc stacked_medi_fg1 step 1,1

Midas> rea/desc stacked_medi_fg1

Midas> wri/desc stacked_medi_fg1 start -512,-512

Midas> rea/desc stacked_medi_fg1

After the stacking procedure is finished, two problems remain:

1) The sky is not flat. So make a proper sky subtraction:

Midas > fit/flat stacked_medi_ff = stacked_medi boxes 1,1

Midas > fit/flat stacked_aver_ff = stacked_aver boxes 1,1

Midas > fit/flat stacked_mode_ff = stacked_mode boxes 1,1

2) The center is offset. Find out the centre coordinates:

View the image by:

Midas> cre/disp

loa/itt neglog

loa/lut heat

loa stacked_medi 0 -2 cuts=0,1.e-10

Midas> cen/mom cursor

Change the box size to roughly half given size so that it

only covers the ’straight’ inner contours.

Then change the start coordinates accordingly:

Get old start coords by:

Midas> rea/desc stacked_medi.bdf

Calculate the new centre values this way:

eg.: comp -202.75199890137-3.8261468

Then

Midas> wri/desc ’file’ start ’old x-start coord. - centre

x-coord.’,’old y - cent y’

And your final new centre command should look like this eg.:

Midas> wri/desc stacked_medi start -204.8223,-205.3814

Then check again that the new centre is correct with:

Midas> rea/desc stacked_medi.bdf

Then run the end of the fix stacking programme again:

Midas> @@ fixending
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9.5 Appendix E. FORTRAN sorting programme

Program sortfiles

c This programme reads SDSS field and galaxy galaxy numbers from the

c list fieldlist and sorts the file names in the file fitslist,

c containing the two numbers. Each pair of numbers has 5 images ugriz

character*1 filter

integer run1,run2,rerun,camcol,field1,field2

character*4 junk2,junk3

character*6 junk1

character*22 name

character*28 tsfname

open(10,file=’fieldlist’,status=’old’)

open(11,file=’fitslist’,status=’unknown’)

open(12,file=’sortfpc’,status=’unknown’)

open(13,file=’tsflist’,status=’unknown’)

open(14,file=’sorttsf’,status=’unknown’)

3 read(10,*,end=999)run1,rerun,camcol,filter,field1

j=1

2 read(11,100,end=997)junk1,run2,junk2,field2,junk3

if(run1.eq.run2.and.field1.eq.field2)goto 1

goto 2

1 backspace(11)

read(11,*)name

write(12,*)name

4 read(13,101,end=998)run2,junk2,field2,junk3

if(run1.eq.run2.and.field1.eq.field2)goto 5

goto 4

5 backspace(13)

read(13,*)tsfname

write(14,*)tsfname

j=j+1

c if(j.lt.2)goto 2

rewind(11)

rewind(13)

goto 3

100 format(a6,i4,a4,i4,a4)

101 format(10x,i4,a6,i4,a4)

997 write(*,*)’File nr. ’,run1,’-’,field1,’ not found in the fpclist’

998 write(*,*)’File nr. ’,run1,’-’,field1,’ not found in the tsflist’

999 stop

end
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9.6 Appendix F. MIDAS header programme

This programme inserts data extracted from the SDSS Imaging Form Query
page into the headers of each fits image.

def/local rasc/d/1/1 0 ! RA

def/local decl/d/1/1 0 ! decl

def/local rowc/d/1/1 0 ! Row center

def/local colc/d/1/1 0 ! Column center

def/local isoRowc_u/d/1/1 0 ! Row center in u band

def/local isoRowc_g/d/1/1 0 ! Row center in g band

def/local isoRowc_r/d/1/1 0 ! Row center in r band

def/local isoRowc_i/d/1/1 0 ! Row center in i band

def/local isoRowc_z/d/1/1 0 ! Row center in z band

def/local isoColc_u/d/1/1 0 ! Col center in u band

def/local isoColc_g/d/1/1 0 ! Col center in g band

def/local isoColc_r/d/1/1 0 ! Col center in r band

def/local isoColc_i/d/1/1 0 ! Col center in i band

def/local isoColc_z/d/1/1 0 ! Col center in z band

def/local expRad_u/d/1/1 0 ! Exp scalelength in u band

def/local expRad_g/d/1/1 0 ! Exp scalelength in g band

def/local expRad_r/d/1/1 0 ! Exp scalelength in r band

def/local expRad_i/d/1/1 0 ! Exp scalelength in i band

def/local expRad_z/d/1/1 0 ! Exp scalelength in z band

def/local expPhi_u/d/1/1 0 ! Exp pos. ang. in u band

def/local expPhi_g/d/1/1 0 ! Exp pos. ang. in g band

def/local expPhi_r/d/1/1 0 ! Exp pos. ang. in r band

def/local expPhi_i/d/1/1 0 ! Exp pos. ang. in i band

def/local expPhi_z/d/1/1 0 ! Exp pos. ang. in z band

def/local extinction_u/d/1/1 0 ! Ext. corrected u magn

def/local extinction_g/d/1/1 0 ! Ext. corrected g magn

def/local extinction_r/d/1/1 0 ! Ext. corrected r magn

def/local extinction_i/d/1/1 0 ! Ext. corrected i magn

def/local extinction_z/d/1/1 0 ! Ext. corrected z magn

def/local filename/c/1/22 0 ! Filename

def/local n/i/1/1 0

def/local m/i/1/1 0

def/local k/i/1/1 0

m = 1

loop1:

rasc = m$value(headerdata,:LAB001,@{m})

decl = m$value(headerdata,:LAB002,@{m})

isoRowc_u = m$value(headerdata,:LAB007,@{m})

isoRowc_g = m$value(headerdata,:LAB008,@{m})

isoRowc_r = m$value(headerdata,:LAB009,@{m})

isoRowc_i = m$value(headerdata,:LAB010,@{m})
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isoRowc_z = m$value(headerdata,:LAB011,@{m})

isoColc_u = m$value(headerdata,:LAB012,@{m})

isoColc_g = m$value(headerdata,:LAB013,@{m})

isoColc_r = m$value(headerdata,:LAB014,@{m})

isoColc_i = m$value(headerdata,:LAB015,@{m})

isoColc_z = m$value(headerdata,:LAB016,@{m})

expRad_u = m$value(headerdata,:LAB017,@{m})

expRad_g = m$value(headerdata,:LAB018,@{m})

expRad_r = m$value(headerdata,:LAB019,@{m})

expRad_i = m$value(headerdata,:LAB020,@{m})

expRad_z = m$value(headerdata,:LAB021,@{m})

expPhi_u = m$value(headerdata,:LAB022,@{m})

expPhi_g = m$value(headerdata,:LAB023,@{m})

expPhi_r = m$value(headerdata,:LAB024,@{m})

expPhi_i = m$value(headerdata,:LAB025,@{m})

expPhi_z = m$value(headerdata,:LAB026,@{m})

extinction_u = m$value(headerdata,:LAB027,@{m})

extinction_g = m$value(headerdata,:LAB028,@{m})

extinction_r = m$value(headerdata,:LAB029,@{m})

extinction_i = m$value(headerdata,:LAB030,@{m})

extinction_z = m$value(headerdata,:LAB031,@{m})

rowc = m$value(headerdata,:LAB005,@{m})

colc = m$value(headerdata,:LAB006,@{m})

k = 1

loop2:

!

! 5 is for the case we have images in 5 filters

!

! n = 5*(m-1)+k

n = 1*(m-1)+k

wri/out ’m’,’n’

filename = m$value(fitslist,:name,@{n})

copy/kd rasc ’filename’ rasc

copy/kd decl ’filename’ decl

copy/kd isoRowc_u ’filename’ isoRowc_u

copy/kd isoRowc_g ’filename’ isoRowc_g

copy/kd isoRowc_r ’filename’ isoRowc_r

copy/kd isoRowc_i ’filename’ isoRowc_i

copy/kd isoRowc_z ’filename’ isoRowc_z

copy/kd isoColc_u ’filename’ isoColc_u

copy/kd isoColc_g ’filename’ isoColc_g

copy/kd isoColc_r ’filename’ isoColc_r

copy/kd isoColc_i ’filename’ isoColc_i
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copy/kd isoColc_z ’filename’ isoColc_z

copy/kd expRad_u ’filename’ expRad_u

copy/kd expRad_g ’filename’ expRad_g

copy/kd expRad_r ’filename’ expRad_r

copy/kd expRad_i ’filename’ expRad_i

copy/kd expRad_z ’filename’ expRad_z

copy/kd expPhi_u ’filename’ expPhi_u

copy/kd expPhi_g ’filename’ expPhi_g

copy/kd expPhi_r ’filename’ expPhi_r

copy/kd expPhi_i ’filename’ expPhi_i

copy/kd expPhi_z ’filename’ expPhi_z

copy/kd extinction_u ’filename’ extinction_u

copy/kd extinction_g ’filename’ extinction_g

copy/kd extinction_r ’filename’ extinction_r

copy/kd extinction_i ’filename’ extinction_i

copy/kd extinction_z ’filename’ extinction_z

copy/kd rowc ’filename’ rowc

copy/kd colc ’filename’ colc

k = k+1

if k .lt. 2 goto loop2

m = m+1

if m .lt. 378 goto loop1
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9.7 Appendix G. SExtractor input configuration file

# LSBG input configuration file #1 for SExtractor version 2.4.4

# We use two configuration files in our stacking progamme:

# configfile1.sex and configfile2.sex, see notes below for differences.

#-------------------------------- Catalog ------------------------------------

CATALOG_NAME /h13/brady/stackingAg/lsbg1cat

# name of the output catalog

CATALOG_TYPE ASCII # "NONE","ASCII_HEAD","ASCII","FITS_1.0"

# "FITS_LDAC" or "FITS_TPX"

PARAMETERS_NAME /h13/brady/stackingAg/paramsoutput1.param

# name of the file containing catalog contents

#------------------------------- Association ----------------------------------

ASSOC_NAME /h13/brady/SExtractor/delete.list

ASSOC_PARAMS 1,2

ASSOC_RADIUS 1.

ASSOC_TYPE FIRST

ASSOCSELEC_TYPE -MATCHED

#------------------------------- Extraction ----------------------------------

DETECT_TYPE CCD # "CCD" or "PHOTO"

DETECT_MINAREA 5 # minimum number of pixels above threshold

DETECT_THRESH 1.0 # <sigmas> or <threshold>,<ZP> in mag.arcsec-2

ANALYSIS_THRESH 1.5 # <sigmas> or <threshold>,<ZP> in mag.arcsec-2

FILTER Y # apply filter for detection ("Y" or "N")?

#configfile2.sex has N here

FILTER_NAME /h13/brady/SExtractor/default.conv

# name of the file containing the filter

DEBLEND_NTHRESH 32 # Number of deblending sub-thresholds

DEBLEND_MINCONT 0.005 # Minimum contrast parameter for deblending

CLEAN Y # Clean spurious detections? (Y or N)?

#configfile2.sex has N here

CLEAN_PARAM 1.0 # Cleaning efficiency

MASK_TYPE CORRECT # type of detection MASKing: can be one of

# "NONE", "BLANK" or "CORRECT"

#configfile2.sex has NONE here

#WEIGHT_TYPE MAP_WEIGHT #configfile2 has this option active
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#------------------------------ Photometry -----------------------------------

PHOT_APERTURES 5 # MAG_APER aperture diameter(s) in pixels

PHOT_AUTOPARAMS 2.5, 3.5 # MAG_AUTO parameters: <Kron_fact>,<min_radius>

PHOT_PETROPARAMS 2.0, 3.5 # MAG_PETRO parameters: <Petrosian_fact>,

# <min_radius>

SATUR_LEVEL 50000.0 # level (in ADUs) at which arises saturation

MAG_ZEROPOINT 0.0 # magnitude zero-point

MAG_GAMMA 4.0 # gamma of emulsion (for photographic scans)

GAIN 0.0 # detector gain in e-/ADU

PIXEL_SCALE 0.396 # size of pixel in arcsec (0=use FITS WCS info)

#------------------------- Star/Galaxy Separation ----------------------------

SEEING_FWHM 1.2 # stellar FWHM in arcsec

STARNNW_NAME /h13/brady/SExtractor/default.nnw

# Neural-Network_Weight table filename

#------------------------------ Background -----------------------------------

BACK_SIZE 512,512 # Background mesh: <size> or <width>,<height>

BACK_FILTERSIZE 3 # Background filter: <size> or <width>,<height>

BACKPHOTO_TYPE GLOBAL # can be "GLOBAL" or "LOCAL"

#------------------------------ Check Image ----------------------------------

CHECKIMAGE_TYPE IDENTICAL,BACKGROUND,-BACKGROUND,FILTERED,OBJECTS,-OBJECTS,

SEGMENTATION,APERTURES

CHECKIMAGE_NAME /h13/brady/stackingAg/out_iden.fit,/h13/brady/stackingAg/out_back.fit,

/h13/brady/stackingAg/out_mback.fit,/h13/brady/stackingAg/out_fil.fit,

/h13/brady/stackingAg/out_obj.fit,/h13/brady/stackingAg/out_mobj.fit,

/h13/brady/stackingAg/out_seg.fit,/h13/brady/stackingAg/out_ap.fit

# can be one of "NONE", "BACKGROUND",

# "MINIBACKGROUND", "-BACKGROUND", "OBJECTS",

# "-OBJECTS", "SEGMENTATION", "APERTURES",

# or "FILTERED"

# Filename for the check-image

#--------------------- Memory (change with caution!) -------------------------

MEMORY_OBJSTACK 3000 # number of objects in stack

MEMORY_PIXSTACK 300000 # number of pixels in stack

MEMORY_BUFSIZE 1024 # number of lines in buffer

#----------------------------- Miscellaneous ---------------------------------

VERBOSE_TYPE NORMAL # can be "QUIET", "NORMAL" or "FULL"
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9.8 Appendix H. SExtractor output parameter file

# LSBG output parameter file for SExtractor version 2.4.4

# This file specifies the parameters needed from the fits images

# and downloads them into the file: lsbg1cat

#------- Miscellaneous flags ------------------------------------------------

NUMBER # Running object number

FLAGS # Extraction flags

#------ Astrometric Parameters (position of object) --------------------------

X_IMAGE #x barycenter coord ie. x center

Y_IMAGE #y barycenter coord ie. y center

#ALPHA_J2000 #ra of barycenter in degrees

#DELTA_J2000 #dec of barycenter in degrees

#------ Photometric Parameters (how much light there is) ---------------------

#------ Geometric Parameters (how object’s light is distributed) -------------

#THETA_J2000 # position angle east of north in degrees

THETA_IMAGE # position angle CCW/world-x

A_IMAGE # semi-major axis in pixels

B_IMAGE # semi-minor axis in pixels

ELONGATION # A/B semi-major divided by the semi-minor axes

ELLIPTICITY # 1 - B/A

NUMBER_ASSOC # Number of ASSOCiated IDs

#------ Fitted Parameters (calculated from fitting eg PSF to data) -----------
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9.9 Appendix I. MATLAB error calculation programme

%STACKED ERRORS

%---------------------------------------------------------------------------

%This MATLAB programme calculates galaxy SBP (surface brightness profile)

%values in magnitudes and their total errors (flux errors plus background errors)

%in magnitudes from values produced by the lump3p and lump3d FORTRAN programmes.

%---------------------------------------------------------------------------

%MEAN MAGNITUDE CALCULATION

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------

%Calcuates the mean magnitude from individual fluxes in the values from the

%lump3 programmes. Then places the derived mean magnitude values with errors

%into the 16th and 21st columns ready for plotting.

%******NOTE: put in the sigsky values in data(:,14), eg.(for the Ai images):

% data(:,14)=5.82753e-014;

%---------------------------------------------------------------------------

%MEAN SURFACE BRIGHTNESSES IN FLUX UNITS

startingrow = 2;

numberofrows = size(data,1);

npix = 9;

X = data(:,1)/npix;

for n = startingrow:numberofrows

if X(n,1) == ceil(X(n,1))

data(n,15)= mean(data(n-(npix-1):n,6));

%Tranfer across the row one flux value.

data(1,15)= data(1,6);

end

end

%MEAN SURFACE BRIGHTNESSES IN MAGNITUDE UNITS

y=(1:251)’;

data(y,16)= -2.5*log10(data(y,15));

%SQUARING TO GET READY FOR THE ERROR CALCULATIONS

data(y,17)=(data(y,12)).^2;

%ERROR CALCULATIONS

%------------------------------------

%PART1:MAGNITUDE ERROR PART

startingrow = 2;

numberofrows = size(data,1);

npix = 9;

X = data(:,1)/npix;

for n = startingrow:numberofrows

if X(n,1) == ceil(X(n,1))

data(n,18)= (mean(data(n-(npix-1):n,17)))/(npix*(npix-1));

%Same calculation on the centre pixel on the first row

data(1,18)= data(1,17);

end
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end

%PART2:SKY ERROR PART

startingrow = 2;

numberofrows = size(data,1);

npix = 9;

X = data(:,1)/npix;

for n = startingrow:numberofrows

if X(n,1) == ceil(X(n,1))

data(n,19)=((data(n,14))/(0.396.^2)).^2;

%Same calculation on the centre pixel on the first row

data(1,19)=((data(1,14))/(0.396.^2)).^2;

end

end

%TOTAL MEAN ERRORS IN FLUX UNITS

startingrow = 2;

numberofrows = size(data,1);

npix = 9;

X = data(:,1)/npix;

for n = startingrow:numberofrows

if X(n,1) == ceil(X(n,1))

data(n,20)=sqrt(data(n,18)+data(n,19));

%Same calculation on the centre pixel on the first row

data(1,20)=sqrt(data(1,18)+data(1,19));

end

end

%TOTAL MEAN ERRORS IN MAG UNITS

startingrow = 2;

numberofrows = size(data,1);

npix = 9;

X = data(:,1)/npix;

for n = startingrow:numberofrows

if X(n,1) == ceil(X(n,1))

data(n,21)=2.5*log10(((data(n,15)+data(n,20))/data(n,15)));

%Same calculation on the centre pixel on the first row

data(1,21)=2.5*log10(((data(1,15)+data(1,20))/data(1,15)));

end

end

%TRANSFER DATA TO PLOTTING TABLE:T

%Extracts data values to another table to get ready for plotting

z=(1:29)’;

npix = 9;

%Numbers the pixel positions

T=[0;(z.*npix)-4];

p=(0:28)’;

y=(1:28)’;
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startingrow = 2;

numberofrows = size(data,1);

npix = 9;

X = data(:,1)/npix;

for n = startingrow:numberofrows

if X(n,1) == ceil(X(n,1))

%TRANFER MEAN MAGNITUDES TO PLOTTING VECTOR T

T(1:1,2:2)= data(1:1,16:16);

T(2:2,2:2)= data(10:10,16:16);

T(3:3,2:2)= data(19:19,16:16);

................................

T(29:29,2:2)= data(253:253,16:16);

%TRANFER MEAN MAGNITUDE ERRORS TO PLOTTING VECTOR T

T(1:1,3:3)= data(1:1,21:21);

T(2:2,3:3)= data(10:10,21:21);

T(3:3,3:3)= data(19:19,21:21);

................................

T(29:29,3:3)= data(253:253,21:21);

end

end

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

%DATA AND ERRORS FOR THE DISK AND POLAR COLOURS (seq9.m)

%For r-i colours copy the Ti mags and errors into the Tr table columns 4 and 5

%For g-r colours copy the Tr mags and errors into the Tg table columns 4 and 5

%NOTE: Only use ’T’ names to run the script!!!

T(:,6)=T(:,2)-T(:,4);

T(:,7)=T(:,3).^2;

T(:,8)=T(:,5).^2;

T(:,9)=sqrt(T(:,7)+T(:,8));

%Then rename the disk tables as eg.: TdAr_i and TdAg_r

%Then rename the polar tables as eg.: TpAr_i and TpAg_r

%---------------------------------------------------------
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